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The purpose of this study is to construct a Workbook 
to help ninth-grade stuo.ents of the Philippines speak more 
accurate English by establishing certain correct habits of 
voice production and pronunciation and articulation. 
In the absence of professional ma t erial relative to 
the teaching of oral English in t he Philippines, the writer 
sought help from reliable persons who had some knowledge of 
the difficulties of foreign-speaking students with a bi-
lingua l background . The information received on question-
naires to geth er with the writer's professional experience 
as a Philipp ine school teacher, showed to some extent the 
need for a sound oral communication pro gram which would 
i mprove the English speaking habits of the native children . 
Scope and Limitations . 
y 
The Workbook includes thirty-two lessons devised to 
help students i mprove their skills and abilities in s peaking 
more accurate English . 
!/See Appendix B for copies of questionnaires, p . l44 . 
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Since the production of good speech depends in part on 
the voice, the writer found it practicable to divide the 
lessons into two ma jor parts:voice and arti culation . The 
first part deals with the development and production of a 
good voice; the second covers pronunciation and articulation 
of various vowel and consonant sounds which are the greatest 
source s of difficulty among Philippine students. 
lthough vocabulary and usage are important in speaking 
accurate English , the lessons do not include either of these. 
At present the writer feels that the techniques of voice 
production and pronunciation deserve considerable attention. 
Justification 
The problem of speaking "correcttt English is magnified 
in the native classroom because the Ph ilippine child speaks 
a different language outside the school. While English is 
the medium of instruction from the first grade to college 
it is not the universal language of the people . 'Iany native 
children know and speak two or more local languages by the 
time they enter their first year in school. Their ability 
to learn English pronunciation is influenced greatly by their 
speech habits and their individual backgrounds. Consequently, 
these speech habits are challenged by the teaching of a dif-
ferent language in the classroom. Uoreover, the teacher 's 
own oral English may not ~rovide correct examples of pronun-
ciation and articulation , with the result that the development 
3 
of the pup il's ability to speak accurate American English 
is further handic apped. 
Peculiarly , the language gap which separates the people 
of various regio:..1s of the islands from each other is solved 
to a small degree by t he teach i ng of Engl ish in the school. 
How well this foreign lan~lage is taugh t and how intelligent-
ly it is S Joken, is at present a deba table question. 
In t h e elen entary grades, phonics is taught along with 
spelling . In tae nineteen forties, the regul ar teaching of 
phonics gave way to the incidental approach. There is no 
sp eech or phonics program for the high-school level. 
y 
Uniform courses of study contain little, if any, information 
2/ 
or material for effective teac hi ng of oral English.-
In schools where English is spoken and taugh t to chil-
dren of a diff erent language background, it is necessary to 
provide sufficient materials to help these children i mprove 
their sp eaking habits throughout their school and out-of-
school work . Likewise, it is necessary to give them more 
time than is usually given to English-speaking pupils, to 
enable them to understand the language better . More lessons 
must therefore be devised, better opportunities for oral 
Y UNESCO , Report of the Ul':r:ESCO Mission t o t he Philippines, 
Lake Success, 194 ~ , p . 18. 
£/Course of ;3 tudy in English Composition f or Secondary 
Schools (Philipp ines), Publisher unknown, viif81 pp . 
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activities be provided and more effective methods of teaching 
be employed to help enrich the life of every student . 
In the writer ' s opini on oral communication should be 
taught in high- school as a continuation of grade- school 
work . For this reason , and because of the fact th&t English 
is there to stay , t he following lesson material is devised 
not as a cure- all but as a helpful guide to more accurate 
oral English. 
Definition of Terms 
Accent or stress---The prominence given to a syllable or 
word which make it stand out above the next ·rord or 
1/ 
syllable.-
Blending---Mhe manner in which the words in the phrase or 
sen tence move along smoothly, one word or syllable y 
flowing into another without jerkiness . 
5 
~ 
Intonation--- The rise and f&ll in p itch of t he voice in speech. 
Intensity- - - The force or en~rgy of a tone to produce loudness. 
Breathiness- --7he condition in whi ch the vocal cords fail to 
work completely as they vibrate, and a steady stream of y 
air rushes audibly through the resonance cavities . 
Harshness---The r a spy quality of the voice wh ich results from 
w poor coordination of vocal cord tension and breath supply. 
Hoarseness- - - The typical voice ouality resulting from laryn-
geal infection , irritation, or strain. 
§/ 
JJ Tempo-- - The rate of speed at which speech is produced . 
!/Virgil Anderson, Training the Speaking 7oice, Oxford Uni-
versity Press , New York, 1942, p . 315 . 
~Willirun 3ri gance an~ ~lorence Henderson, Improving 3peech, 
J" . B. Lippincott Company , Philad.elphia, 194..), p.7 . 
~Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (Fifth Edition), G. & c. 
Mirriam Company , Springfield, Hassachusetts , 1947 . 
!/Virgil .Anderson , .2..\2.. cit . ' p . 58 • 
!?froid. , p . 68 . 
§/Ibid . , p . 68 . 
J}Ibid . , p. 152 . 
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Rhytrun---The per iodic recurrence in time of similar patterns · y 
of speec h such a s p itch , loudness or qual i ty . 
Nasality---Undue nasal re sonance in non-nasal sounds . Usually y 
described as "speak ing through the nose" . 
Resonan ce---The resounding quality of t he voice . 
Pitch---The position of the tone on t he musical scale and in 
voice product i on , as dete~ ined by frequency of vocal 
w 
cord vi brat ion. 
1/Grant Fairbanks , Voice and rticulation Dr illbook , Harper 
and Brothers , New York , 1940 . p . 160 . 
y virgil Anderson , op . cit., p . 120 . 
~Grant ~a irbanks , ~· cit., p . 165 . 
CHAPTER II 
1. English as an International Tool 
Educational theorists tell us that language is the agent 
or medium of thought expressed through ges tures, written sym-
Y bols, or b1 the spoken sound. This sound, termed "speech" , 
a s sumes an important role in the personal as well as inter-
national relationships of men. 
nEnglish is the major commercial, scientific and diplo-
matic language of the earth, and the most widely used second 
5:.1 language in foreign countries." 
Chauncey Snow says, 
"Apart from literary and other purely cultural 
values, I believe business travel and international-
conference uses justify a considerable expansion of 
language study . "~ 
Nicholas Murray Butler believes that the use of other 
languages besides one 's own may help bridge the various gaps 
between nations. According to him, 
'In our present-day interdependent world, where 
every barrier save those of national prejudice and 
1Jstuart Robinson , The Development of Modern Engli sh, Prentice-
Hall Incorporated , New York , 1938, p . 3 . 
,&'Harry Hansen ,(editor)"English and Other World Languages" , 
The World Almanac , New York- World-Telegram, New York , l952,p.582. 
~Chauncey Snow, Modern Langua~es and International Business 
Relations, Bulletin, 1940, Num er 3-,-Language Leaflets, Wash-
ington, D. c., p . 2 . 
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economic selfishness has been broken down, it is 
throue-)1 and by the knowledge and the use of more 
languages than one that the citizen of the twentieth-
century world may come to a better understanding of 
himself and his problems. The percentage of English-
speaking people who read and write nowadays is so 
much greater than those who do not. Science has 
insisted upon the necessity for more and exact think-
ing and language must go side by side with it . tt1f 
8 
In numbers of native speakers, English is surpassed only 
by Chinese which is spoken by an estimated five hundred mil-
lion pe ople in China and !I'Iongolia proper. But . in numbers of 
native and foreign speakers, English comes close to being the y 
top language of the world . 
English enjoys its unique position for two reasons: in-
ternal and external. Its spread may be accounted for by ex-
ternal circumstances auch as inventions, discoveries and 
conquests, or it may have come about because of the inherent 
3/ 
qualities of the language itself--its richness and beauty.-
England's rise to power was accompanied by the ascendency 
of English as a world language. Her political union with 
foreign countr,ies helped make it certain that the English 
language was established in every corner of the earth through 
conquest, colonization, and the commercial rise of t he English-
Y 
speaking peoples. The tenaci ty of the Eng lish in holding on 
Y Nicholas 1.1:urray Bu:bler, Podern Foreign Languafes and the 
International Mind, Bulletin, 1940 , Number 4, Language ----
Leaflets , Washington, D. c., p .l. 
?:./Harry Hansen, ££•Cit., p . 582 . 
~Stuart Robinson , ££.cit., p . 92 . 
Yibid., P . 93 . 
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to their own language and own ways even when they trade with 
foreigners sugge sts one reason for the spread of t he language. 
The amazing rise of the United States as a major power 
has contributed much to t he wider spread of English all over 
the world . Li ke the Br itish , Americans carried their language 
and ways to foreign lands for commercial, political , or cult-
ural purpo ses. 
The inventions that characterized the late nineteenth 
century and the twentieth century contributed much to the y 
s pread of English . The telephone, telegraph , radio , motion 
p ictures , and lately, television which have become popular 
all over the world, aid in extending the use of spoken English 
by carrying messages or programs wherever and whenever possibl e. 
The inherent nature of English is perhaps hardly recog-
nized by many Engl ish-speaking people . But it is a virile 
language, As otto Jespersen says: 
ttThe English language is a methodical , energetic, 
businesslike and sober language. It is so rich, so 
noble, so pliant , so expressive and so interesting. r'2/ 
Foreigners may have dif ferent opinions about English but 
the fact remains that it is Qecoming simpler than it was before . 
1/ Ibid . , p • 9 3 . 
~Otto Jespersen , Growth and Structure of the ~nglish 
Language , Teubner and Company , Leipzig, l935, p . l7 . 
'§/s tuart Rob i nson , ££. cit ., p . 67 . 
'# 
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The tendency is towards npurification and refinement " . Its 
vocabulary is rich with Teutonic and Roman elements so that 
a good part of it is already familiar to speakers of many 
other language s ~ · 
As a world language, English has yet to overcome its many 
limitations . · In the writer' s ex;> erience , s pelling and pro-
nunciation are among the factors t hat baffle a foreigner . 
Be cause English is unphonetic , spelling does not conforJ.u 
to pronunciation or pronunciation does not follow spelling. 
Hany other difficulties tend to weaken its position as an inter-
national language , but effor t s should be directed towards over-
coming then so that .men can meet and speak in one ton t_ ue in 
mutual understanding. English . then , may strengt hen the ties 
of world brotherhood and cooperation . 
2 . The Problems of Teaching English as a Second Language 
When a native starts to learn a forei gn language, he 
must adap t himseJ.f to a different system of speaking neces-
sa ry to accuire fluency. . hen he sp eak s English his tongue 
will be drawn further back in his mouth than when he speaks y 
his native language . He will learn to avoid his usual stac -
cato utterance , an utterance which gives full value to each 
syllable, and he will ada~ t a more undulating rhythm giving 
some syllables u ore pr ouinence and reducing others . As a 
result , the vowel sounds i n the proninent syllables ill be 
1/Charles Fr i es , Teaching and learning English ~a Foreign 
Langua~:,e, University of r·ichi gc.~.n Press , Ann Arbor , 194.:1 , p . 5 . 
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spoken Llore loosely than the vowels of t heir native tongue 
11 
and thus tend to he followed by "glide" sounds . 
~Tuch difficulty arises when foreigners try to ~nlearn 
their native habits of sp eal~ing in order to adjust themselves 
to the new pattern . Leonard 3loomfield says: 
"In every language , only certain ones of the 
phonemes ever occur as syllabics , but in principle , any 
sound may be uore sonorous than its surro ~ndings . 
Host of the phonemes .in any langua e are used only 
as non- syllabics as in English(r,t,k) . "?:/ . 
-Complex situations t o which non-English S Jeakers have 
been exposed presen t an obstacle in teaching them fluent · 
and smooth English . The report of the illlESCO miss ion to 
the ? hilippines says: 
' 
'' There are in the Philipp i nes ei ghty or more 
gr oup s speaking different dialects or l anguage s with 
eichty- five per cent of t he peo ,)le spealci ng one or 
more of eight major vernaculars . During t he Spanish 
regi.rs1e , only a rel at ively small group spoke Span ish . 
However, for many years it wa s and st ill is one of 
the language s spoken . I ~ch progre ss has been made 
t hrough the use of English toward providing the 
people wit h a common language, of communicat ion , but 
even yet , large numbers of them are unable to use 
this language proficien tly . "'2/ 
The chief problem i n learning a new language is not at 
first that of learning vocabulary; it is first , · the .1astery 
of the sound system--to understand the strer of s peech , to 
hear the distinctive sound features and to approxiLlat e their 
y Charles Fries , -.£E.. cit . , p . 5 . 
2/Leonard Bloomfield , Language , Fenry rrol t and Conp any , l~ew 
York, 1 948 , p . 8,) . 
3/UNESCO , loc , cit., p . l8 . 
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production . It is, second, the mastery of the features of 
arrangement that consti t!.lte the structures of the lanf•uage 
of instruction and study . These .r:1ust become authentic habits y 
even of the adult learner of the new language . 
To t ne Filipino child, English presents such a problen. 
He has been brought up in a language whose patterns of 
sounds are in con trast to those of t he foreign language . 
The wr iter experienced a few instances where the child , upon 
entering school , discovered that the teacher was speaking in 
a strange language , whereupon he broke down and cried that 
he did not want to go to school anymore . 
The UNESCO miss ion to the Philippines further reports: 
"Th:e difficulties created. by the use of a 
foreign language as the primary L edium of instruc-
tion in a school as well as the late introduction 
of a so-call ed National Language which is also un-
familiar to all but the Tagalog-speaking pupils , 
have confronted educators with a most perplexing 
problem. "E/ 
H. T. Manuel and Carrie \~iSht are convinced that a child 
I 
who knows none of the language · in school encounters serious 
trouble as he enters that school, for he has to ~~arn both 
' ~ 
the oral and the written language of the - school . ' 
In other places where bilingualism occurs , a similar 
situation exists . Among the ·r ·exicans , " ••• even if it could 
1/Charles Fries , ££- Ci t ., o. 3 • 
. e/UJ:illSCO , loc . c; t . , p . 18 . 
3/H. T. !~anuel and Carrie 7right , · "The Languape Difficulty 
of :rexican Children" , Journal of Genetic Psychologl( 1929) , 
36 : 458 . 
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be shown that their children after a few years redd as well 
in English as in Spanish , it may be said that the handicap 
1/ 
is still oresen~ . "-
-..villis Coale , nadora S ith and Jitsuichi 1asuoka found 
that bilingualism is generally recognized a s offering serious y 
instructional difficulties . 
J . L. T1erriam realizes that: 
"Bilingualism becomes an acute problem when 
the two languages spoken are of distinctly different 
fc~ilies. Children favored with verbal facility are 
not harmed by learning a second language at a tender 
age , but ••. its i n troduction(to others)might impair 
their mental development . ny 
People who are not native speakers of English can and 
do conduct classes or lead their lives in English , but they 
fall short of the desired standard of acceptable sJeech. 
Harold Dunkel says that " ••• even after fifteen or twenty 
years of using one se t of highly complicated and coordinated 
movements in speech , the student will never quite master 
another because habits of s peech production in his native 
4/ 
language will cnnt inually interfere. '1-
There are several reasons why learning a different lan-
1/Ibld., p . 459 . 
---
5}1.'.illis Coale , Madora S ith and Jitsuichi :Iasuoka , Success-
ful Practices in the Teaching of Engli sh to Bilingual Child-
ren in Hawai i, Bulle tin, 1937 , Number 14 , u.s. Government 
Pr inting Office, Hashington , D. c., p . 28 . 
3/J. L. _,1erriam, Learning English Inc identally:A Study of 
Bilingual Children , Bulle t1n,l937 , Numberl5 , u~s . Government 
.Printing Office, Hashington , D. C., p . l4 . 
!/Harold Dunkel , Second-Lan8uage Learning , Ginn and Com~any, 
Bo ston , 1948 , p . 70 . 
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guage will not be easy . In trying t o speak it the student 
is likely t o replace its phonemes by true mo st s i1nilar phonemes 
of his own language . Someti .:1es his native phoneHles and the 
forei €n ones overlap so that part of the time it falls outside 
the range of the foreign sound . In peter Hagboldt's op inion, 
the first years of childhood are_~argely devoted to learning y . 
the sounds of the mother tongue . When we have learned to 
speak the native language, our organs of speech have become 
accustomed to f1mct ion in a se t way . Then we begin to study 
a foreign tongue in which actually each speech sound is dif-
ferent from each native sound we learned. As a result, we 
ca rry native sounds into t he foreign language . 
Mending broken English and working at se cond-hand with 
other eople's products is never too i nteresting to a teacher. 
Unless he is in a situation where he can . start with a group 
of beginners and ·carry them all the way through, 11e will find 
that the diversity of previous training and the wrong habits 
the students had acquired earlier make any organized planning 
difficult. 
mhe ma t ter of phonetic differ~nces between the na tive 
languape a nd the foreign one is another obstacle in lea~ning 
1that language. The teacher must show the learner & different 
1/Peter Hagboldt, Langua~e Learning , Univer s ity of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, 1935 , p .3 . · 
y 
2/Freder i ck Agaard and r_arold Dunkel , .An Investigation of 
Second-Language l'l'1eaching , Ginn and Compa ny , Boston,l948-,-p.271. 
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kind of pat tern wh ich will involve mental as well as physical 
adjustment . It is t herefore necessary that he t each the 
ch ild properly if he·wants to help him attain a certain 
degree of accuracy and self- assurance in s poakinb the lansuage 
he is learni g . 
~n Seth Fessenden 's op i nion : 
"The physiological haoits of non- English 
S 'eakers are diffi cult to break . Long serious 
study and real interest in th~ activity must eccompany 
the process . The tongue , lips , jaws and throat 
are the freouent source s of t rouble for ~he speaker 
unless he releases their ten. ion and ruakes them 
n .. eJ>:j.ble . Ac curacy in the formation of the in-
dlVldua~ sounds is an essential part of good 
speech . mheref ore , the inaccurate activity of 
the tongue, lips and jaw produces inaccurate 
speech . ~~"}:/ 
Some technical a spec ts of the voice which are important 
in learning a foreign langua~e further complicate the total 
situation. New methods of ac centuation mus t replace the old; 
tone , volume , and rhyt fun must be changed to conform with the 
new one . The difference in the whole intonation pattern 
between an English- speak ing person and a foreigner is so 
great that they frequently cannot understand each other . 
On the matter of usage , the f-orei rner iJll alnays be 
perplexed if not g iven the pr oper guidance . A realistic 
description of the forms and functi on words which is the 
grammar of (English)language needs to be accurate and 
1/ Se t h FessendeL, SQeech and the Teacher , Lon&nans , Green 
and Co.il.o'any , I:ew York , 1 .146 , p . 82 . 
~C~arles Fries , ££. cit ., p.23 . 
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complete for the foreigner . .1lthouP;h ELgli sh is not so highly 
inflected a s othe~ major languages, it nevertheless creates 
many problems pertaining to agreeraents between subjects and 
predicate , tense and nwuber of verbs, and other r.J.inor elements . 
Learn:ng the foreign vocabulary is no t so difficult as 
it may see to t he student, for it is usually ea sy to acquire 
new words by listening to other s s eak. The problem is Hlore 
t he kind of voc~bulary the student is to learn in order to 
know the dece nt, accep table form of speech used by e Qually 
de cent speakers of that language . 
3. Teaching Oral English as a Second Language 
Reasonable objectives for a course in oral communication 
could be said to be : to teach s t udents to speak more clearly, 
concisely and effectively; to express t he ir t houvhts and ideas 
and transmit their i nformation so that t hey may be understood 
and appreciated a nd so that thefJ principal purposes of com-
munication may be accomplished .- In a class where English is 
taught and spoken as a second language , these aims are given 
greater emphasis than usua l to insure effective educational 
growth . 
Experiences in the use of language are never li1J.i ted 
1/Charles Irwin, "Techniques for Teaching Speech in a 
Communications Course 11 , Chicago Schools Journal(Januar y-
February , 1950) 31 :81 . 
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solely to language; there are a l ways social contacts , in-
volving social adjustments , the control of body and voice, 
1/ 
and knowledge of , and skills in other language forms . -
~hen the teacher faces the pupils he knows t ~at the 
students have been talking all but two years of their lives, 
but they may not understand the function of talki ng si~ply 
because not enough tLne has been spent emphasizing oral 
activity . The students probably do not realize that they are 
inadeouate , or if t hey do, their inadequacy has been under-
:§ 
or over-em_phasized or at least distorted . The teacher 's main 
duty therefore , is to ake the students realize and understand 
the part of oral communication in their present lives and in 
the future . Furthermore , there are alnays students who later 
on will continue their own search for knowledge and who might 
themselves be future leaders and teachers of the la1guage . 
Lou La3rant suggests several pointers for teachers of 
English if they are to ste 9 forward and assume the role 
thrust UDOn them: 
y 
l . an increusing awareness of the role of 
language in national and international 
affairs 
2 . a growing understanding of the develop -
ment of the Engli sh language 
The worthy teacher should try to meet the challenge . He 
shquld be educated in oral language and ~he less technical 
1/ i ilbur Hatfield, _g Experience Curriculum in English , 
~ . ppleton- Century Co.~any , 1935 , J.l33 . 
~Charles Irwin , op . cit ., p . Sl . 
~Lou LaBrant , We Teach Enelish , Harcourt , Brace and Company , 
New -York , 1951 , p . a 9 . 
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aspects of speech. His skill is employed not only in methods 
of dealing with voice and body control, but also in develop-
ing attitudes, emotions, and the intangible responses which 
make up the situations in which language must be used. The 
use of the voice and the body in expression must be taught as y 
definitely and intelligently as the language skills. 
Accurate speech depends primarily upon precise , easy 
adjustment of the organs of arti culation for the various 
speech sounds and upon a good basic voice. A good voice in 
turn depends upon adequate lung support , easy adjustment of 
the organs of phonation and proper projection of the tone 
into the various resonation bodies . Teachers of s peech agree y 
that breath control is important in relation to resonance. 
The region of gr3atest activity ,should be about the middle 
of the torso, and for a full breath, there should be extension 
in all its diameters . The students should understand why 
breathing is i mp ortant and how they can check on t heir own 
breathing habits. 
The action of the voice is essentially similar to that 
of any stringed instrument . Each string has a pitch . Just 
as the pitch of a string de Jends on the length and thickness 
or diameter of the cord and on the frequency of its vibration, 
so the human voice maintains its pitch depending on the degree 
!/Wilbur Hatfield , ££.Cit ., p.l37 . 
YLetitia Raubicheck, Teaching Speech in Secondary Schools , 
Prentice-qall, New York , 1935 , p . 34. 
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of tension; a low pitched voice results from relaxing the vocal 
cords. A p itch level lower than the natural level will lead to 
breathiness . 11 
Sometimes an alert teacher may notice undue tension in 
the pupil's voice . It is usually necessary to remedy the 
situation by wo~~ing for controled breath and for the relaxa-
tion of jaw and throat muscles. In addition , attention to 
the establishment of frontal resonance will help relieve the 
tension . This is achieved by giving oral exercises on single 
words , on phrases , and on sentences . The breathing exercises 
may be co . bined with vowel and consonant drill and with in-
Y 
tonation exercises. 
The mouth has a tendency to limit the passage of air 
from the throat by keeping the tongue pressed hard a gainst 
the soft palate . By relaxing the jaws and the tongue, a 
good tone may be produced . he majority of English speech 
sounds are formed with the t ongue as the chief articula ting 
organ. The four regions of the tongue concerned are: the 
tip, the blade, including t he tip and a little back of it, 
the front , extending from the blade back to about the middle, 
or that part a gainst the hard palate when the tongue is in 
normal position , and the back , opposite the soft palate .~ 
i/Ibid., p .32. 
2/Ibid., p . 34 . 
3/Ibid., p . 32 . 
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It is i .1portant that the tongue be quick and precise in per-
forming its function . 1 ccording to Peter ~agboldt , t he 
production of correct sound sequences by f acile and adequate 
movement of t he vocal organs, and the perf ect fusion of sound 
· aees and kinesthetic LJ.ages with appy -:; riate .Jleanings , is 
the real essence of language learning. 
In a class where English is used as the second lan~uage , 
the teacher should be quick to notice faulty habits of speech . 
An awareness of the problems of t he student ' s voice would 
enable him to apply renedial measures whenever JOssible . 
( ualities such as chronic harshness mi gh t be caused by internal 
irritation and ~~ould be referred to the proper medical author-
i ties . Breathiness is sometimes caused by slovenly habits 
of breathing or by nervous tension which the individual could 
over come wi th some encouragement . Nasality occurs when the 
nasal passage is not blocked properly and the escape of air 
through it is not regulated by t he soft palate . A simple 
method used to dete c t t h is fault is by placing a ll irror under 
the nostrils and uttering t he oral sounds wh ich include the 
vowels and soille consonants and by uttering t ~e nasal sounds 
s uch a s m and n . !Ioi sture a ccumulating on the surface of the 
mirror when the oral sounds ar e uttered i ndicate t he presence 
of nasali ty in the speaker ' s voi ce . Nasal sounds normally y 
cause moi sture to form on the mi rror . 
1/Beter Hagboldt , ££. Cit ., p . 9 . 
2/ . illiam Bri gance and Florence ,-Ienderson , I proving Speech , 
J . B. Li pp i ncott Co.wpany , ?hilade l ph ia , 1 945 , p . ?S . 
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Teaching English also i rnvolves teac h ing the melody 
patterns of the language . The c hanges in p itch of any given 
syllable or word is deterillined by the meaning it conveys in 
any given sentence . Although it is i mpossible to outline a 
complete scheme for learning melody, it may be said that 
stressed syllables are usually higher in p i t ch than unstressed y 
ones . For exrunple : 
to: 
Grant Fairb • nks defines the pitch ot a tone as referring 
" ••. its position on a musical scale and is related 
to the frequency of sound- wave repetition. A 
s~ eaker's pitch level is applied to the pitch 
he uses w.os t frequently . "Y 
Another aspect of the melody pattern of English is its 
rhythm . A large part of the difficulty of the speaker of 
another language when he is s peaking English arises from the 
differences of speech tune. In American English the general 
rhythm is different frotn Spanish or other Romance languages . 
Certain words are obscured , others receive special weight . 
Instead of the stacca t o rendering of separate syllables, it 
is characterized by larger waves of sound stress, ~arly 
regular jn time, according to the s peaker's tempo . In speech 
too much rhythm is onotonous . On the other hand, jerkiness 
1/Ibid., p . 4 . 
2/~rant Fairbanks , Voice and rticula t ion Drillbook , ~arper 
and Brothers, · :, ew York, l J40 , p . 160 . 
~Charles Fries , ££· cit ., p . 23 . 
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has too little rhytn~. The best rhytruu is found between the 
two extremes . 
·.lillialll Brigance a nd Florence -Ienderson believe t hat: 
"The imoortant thing is not how a sound is l!lade 
b
0
y itself but how it is ~'lade in words or grouos 
f words . We illUst watch rhythm, for the patterns 
of rhythm are what 1n.akes English so .. nd like 
English . b foreigner may have mastered all 
the so . nds of English but if rhythm is not mastered 
he still so ,nds like a foreigner . n.!/ 
An easy flowing rhythm economizes mental effort and leaves 
the maximum of attention for ap~reciation thought and 
feeling . hythm is important in speakine" because voice 
cadences lend their effects to t he r.nytmnic movement of the 
words . ~hen properly spoken, the lantuage moves along 
smoothly; that is , one word flo·.'ls or seems to flow into 
another . One word blended with another amounts to the same 
thing as blending the syllables within the words. 
In addition to the ot '1er aspects of melody pattern, 
stressing the right sylla Jle or word is i mportant and should 
form a part of the phonetic traini ng of s tudents, especially 
the non- English-speaking group . ~he lessons on correct 
stressing should include a comparison between the native 
characteristics pattern of the student and the pattern of 
accepted Engl i sh . If the studen t finds di f ficulty in adapt-
ing the correct intonation, muscular action might be useQ 
with visual i oagery. Tracing the pa tte1·n in the air or on 
·1/William Srigance, £2_.cit . , p . l3 . 
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the blackboard assists the student in a better perception of 
y 
the pro blem. 
The' value of phonetics in teach ing foreigners is very 
great . It should result in the student's realizing his mis-
takes and helping hi1n i mprove h i mself . The keynote of phone-
tic training is ear training . The student should be able to 
discr i inate between t he sounds of the English l anguage ; 
no sounds should De considered learned until the students 
are a ole to recognize them in t heir own speech and in others 
and can produce them correctly in accordance wi t h t he proper y 
symbol . Accuracy in the format ion of t he individual sounds 
is an essential part of good articulation . In general , t he 
conditions which cause poor art iculation are funct i onal ; 
t ha t is, inaccurate activity of the tongue , t he lips, and t he 
jaw. If any or all of these fail to articulate or to assume 
appropriate pos 4 ~ions, the speech produced is inaccurate . 
Unless t hese are of a major nature , t hey can be compensated 
for by adjustment of t he speech organs . 
In the word s of 7ictor 'l' ields and James Bender: 
•tphonetic accuracy is an ind i spensable asset 
i n pronunci a tion . Care should be t aken to pro-
nounce all t he essent ial phonetic values in words 
1/Charles ~ries , ££.· cit ., p , 25 . 
~Letitia Raubicheck , ££• cit ., p . 34 . 
especially F4en the sounds occur in difficult com-
binations.nY 
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The teacher who i gnores phonetics deprives himself and 
his students of a very iM9ortant help . He can neither recog-
nize the cause of an incorrect sound nor suggest a remedy . 
He allows the student to suppress or corrup t the musical 
element in language which plays so i mportant a par t i n learn-
ing. Rh~ne and rhythm, color of tone, beauty of diction, and y 
splendor of cadence are heard but never experienc ed . 
review of the questionnaires submitted by t he wr iter to 
Filipinos concerning the proble~s of speaking Engli sh indicat-
ed t ha t the out s t and i ng weakness lies in accuracy and ease in 
pronuncia tion . Filipinos have the tendency t o make various 
















1/Victor Fields and James Bender, Voice and Diction, Hacmillan 
Co., New York , 1349 , p . 260 . 
E}Peter Ba ebolo+, ££· cit., p . 4 . 
The natives usually accent tf1e first syllable of 'voras 
of more than one syllable . For exfu~ple : 
f-_Y"ofe5 1sc ~"' £2e.n >t e.<J.- 1 ro f 1~Jd...U.Iv ) cl~vc. ( )<lf. lc. e. ~.tl.-(1./ de. 1 ve foJ? . 
How does one go about the i1aprovement of the habits of 
articulation an~ pronunciation? Craig 3aird and Franklin 
Knower sugcest the following steps : 
"The first step is a systematic test to de-
termi ne the sounds causing difficulty . 
~ext , one should learn to hear the differences 
between the sounds as produced and as they should 
be produced . 
Then follows the loLg process of aking the 
new skill of correct pronunciation permanent in 
isolation and in inte?rated speech . "l/ 
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fruitation of the teacher ' s speech is still the preval~nt 
method of teaching pronunciation. Students must know what to 
do , how to do it , nd v1ha t specific difficulties to overcome . 
The teacher , however , should know well the langua0 e he is to 
teach and also the student ' s l anguage . His daily speech 
~ 
should prov i de the standard which his pupils should seek . 
Practice exercises on the sounds of greatest difficulty 
would help correct indiv i dual problems . 
Robert Cole believes that using the phonetic script 
y crai g Baird and Franklin Knower , General Speech , HcGraw-
Hi ll Book Co ., New York , 1949 , p . 246 . 
2/Robert Cole , Hodern Foreil!n J_,an e;uages and Their Teac l1ing , 
D. AppletoT1- Century , New York , 1937 , p . 324 . 
~E . Gonzales , Practice Materials for I proving t '1e Conver-
sational En{"lish of Spanish- Speaking High- School Pupils in 




would be an effective method . The phone tic alphabe t is a 
convenient way n~ r epre senting the actual sounds of the for -
ei gn languae;e . Each sy..:.a.bo l of the alp~abet r epresenting a 
sound enables t he learner to identify t he specif ic sound 
desired . The teacher Inay utter t he correct sound or use a 
recording w~ ich emphasize s that sound . 
The student must practice orally since the mas tery of 
the new l anguage mus t be through speech . The speech is the 
language . It is extremely doubtful whether one can re ally 
read the language without first mas t er ing it orally. The 
oral ap)roach which consists of repeatea dr ills is t~e mos t y 
economi cal way of thoroug'1ly learning the language . 
In order to insure t he student ' s progress , t he teacher 
should provide suff icien t situations in w~ ich to use the . learn-
ed products . 11 phases of the language program s hould be 
utilized, thus giving t he student t h e oppor tunity of a chiev-
ing proficiency at h is own r a te and at h is own level of ex-
per i ence . 
Throughout the who le process , the teacher must have his 
goals clearly in mi~d . ~e should make use of var : ous mater ials 
to help accompl is: various objectives . The use of audio-
visual materials is a "must" i n the classroom . 
1/Cole , ££• cit ., p . 324 . 
2/Charles Fr ies, op . cit ., p . 25 . 
here me ch-
anical devices are unavailable p ictures, charts, and other 
concrete materials help make teaching effective . 
J!argaret Emmons finds t.1.a t it is helpful to use charts 
for the voMel and consonant sounds . 
"For better results , fill in the c hart as you 
teach each sound . Fill i n at leas t one key word , 
writing it with lett8rs and symbols . 7fhenever you 
write a phoneti c Sffillbol, enclose ~t in brackets or 
parentheses to avoid confusion. "Y 
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Some teachers find it helpful in demonstrating the pro-
duction of sounds to draw a diagram. s }].owing t he relative 
position of the tongue, for example, in different vowels . 
Others like to demonstrate with a plaster. nodel of the organs 
used in pro ucing speech. 1~imicry is also an effective tech-
Y 
nique . It is used not only for teaching sounds, but a lso 
for teaching words and r hythm. 
Stress or accent is taught a s the process of making the 
voice higher and louder on the i :uportant word or normally 
stressed syllaole in a word '~en a group of related words 
are spoken to gether . For example: 
f.k 1.5 A.. s+'<d~"'-t. 0'\.1 
yv ~Ld<,,"t-. 
HE /.5 0 Si«Jl~f. 
C1~ 
;+e.. is A. .s 1 u J..ll"r. 
Sometimes the teacher may tap with a pen , nak i ng a loud 
tap when there is to be a stress when he pronounces the word 
l/l1ar garet Emmons , Orientation and English Instruction For 
Student s from Other Lands , Bulletin, 1050, #8, Federal Security 
Agency , Office of Education , Washington , D. C. , p . 17 . 
'E}I bid ., p . 22 . 
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or sentence orally. The students a~e then asked to repeat 
1/ 
the sentence alone . -
In every class , in every grade , great success may be 
attained by the teacher if he makes use of visual and auditory 
aids . Films and/or filmstrips can :provide units for study in 
pronunciation, rhythm , and speed . They may be projected on 
· the wall if screens are unavailable . Recordings of ;he teach-
er's voi ce or that of some other competent speakers may be 
used as guides or examples . If possible , it is desirable that 
the teacher give the students an o ;>portuni ty to record their 
own voices . This is valuable in helping them detect their 
own faults and their own progress . in oral speaking. 
Solving the problem of providing for individual diff er-
ences &eans knowing nore about eaph student . But tie teacher's 
problem is not solely one of providing for individual differ-
ences; f r om a sociological point of view , all pupils have 
many needs in common . 
Roy Billet says: 
"The ~eacher's problem is two- fold--first , to 
select and to organize for classroom presentation 
certain core materials(activities and expAr iences) 
likely to provide fDr the ~upils' cownon social 
nee ds and psychological si~ilarities , and from 
which suitable deviations mdy be allowed as pro-
visions for i ndividual dif-ferences. •ry 
The classroom should be a meeting-place where all the 
students would have the chance to pool their capaci tie s and 
1/Ibid., p . 23 . 
2/Roy Billet, Fundamentals of Secondury- School Teaching , 
Hough ton-:Hfflin Company , Boston , 1940 , p .12 . 
abilities while at t he same time enga gi ng in their own 
activities . 
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'rhe real test of the student ' s linguistic gro1vth come s 
when he can handle the languaee as a native does--when he 
can t hink and speak in that lancsuage . However , in the class-
room, certain measures of his a ch ievement may be determined 
by various tests . These may take t he form of oral exercises 
or written work or both . Teacher- and- pup il made checklists 
may be use d . Some te achers find it helpful t o let t heir pu-
pils make actual recordings of t he ir (the pup ils') own 
voices at various i n tervals during the year in order to 
note t he progress they make . ~very recording is evaluated 
by both teacher qnd pup ils t hus uak ing it easy to detect 
mistakes or progress . 
Students can be helped to evaluate their classmates' 
abilities . The teacher 'should encourage them to do so a s a 
means of developing or improving t heir knowledge of cons-
tructive critici~1 . Furthermore , if sk i llfully handled , 
this kind of par ticipation would create in the students a 
lively interest and a sincere desire to learn . 
During t he whole learning period t he teacher should 
main t ain a s pirit of friendliness , pat ient understanding , 
and cons t an t helpfulness; he must so direct every activity 
that it may contribute to learning. 
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However, no ~1ount of effort on the teacher' s part will 
make him an ef f ective teacher of any subject unless he can 
radiate his own enthusiasm to every ch ild in the class . 
}-} 
He must be on fire . The spirit or soul which he puts into 
his teach i ng will determine the atmo spher e of t he whole 
educational experience . 
If l~nguage i~ dynamic, t hen t he teacher of aLy phase 
of language activity inust be dynamic . lie r ust teach ) eople , 
not subjec t matter . His ) ersonality will r eflect his emotion 
and the students Vlill ca tch i t and t hemselve s "glow a little 
as well as grow a littlen . 
1/Charles Irwin , ££. cit ., ) . 81 . 
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2 . Distinguishing Be tween Sounds of 7arious Pitch 
3 . Di stinguishing Between Sounds of Varying Loudness 
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4 . Review of Sounds Heard 
B. Breathing for Speech 
5 . Developing Correct Posture 
6 . Regulating the Outgoing Breath 
7 . Coordinating 3reath Control and Speaking 
8 . Supporting the Tone 
II. Producing a Good Tone of Voice 
Pretest 
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10 . Developing Oral Resonance 
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14. Putting the Proper Stress on '."lords and Sentences 
15 . Using a Good Quality of Voice 
16 . Us ing the Proper Intonat ion 
Test 




17 . Reproducing v ( oe; ) i n words and sentences a 
18 . Reproducing v ( 1 ) in words and sentences ]. 
19 . Reproduc i ng J ( L.l ) in words and sentences 00 
-
zo. Reproducing tl{ /\ ) in words and sentences 
A. ( 3 ) 21 . Reproducing ur in words and sentences 
-
22 . Reproducing all these vowel sounds in review 
B. Consonants 
23 . Reproducing 
.12. ( p ) in words and sentences 
24 . Reproducing f ( t ) in words and sentences 
25 . Reproducing th ( e l in mrds and sentences 
26 . Reproducing th ( ~ ) i n words and sentences 
27 . Reproducing v ( y ) i n words and sentences 
-
28 . Reproducing r ( ,.. ) in words and sentences 
29 . Reproaucing s ( .$ ) in 'vVOrds and sentences 
30 . Reproducing sh -(J ) in words and sentences 
31 . Reproducing wh ( ""\ ) in words and sentences 
32 . Reproducing zh () ) in words and sentences 
Test Covering Lessons 17- 32 
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Spoken Language Inventory 
In every cla s s room , t he teacher of nec ess ity doe s a 
considerable amount of speaking . However , not all teachers 
are aware of the speaki ng habits and probl ems of their stu-
dents . Lack of sympathy or under standing of the child ' s 
problems of oral expression may cr ea t e a s erious obsta cle . 
On the other hand , indifference or unwillingness to cooperate 
on t he part of the ch ild may be just as unpleasant . Since 
oral corrununication is a necessary element in daily l iving , 
the classroom teacher should he l p t he students develop t heir 
power of expression . In t h is effort he must seek the en-
thusiasti c support of his pup ils so that , toge t her , they may 
accomplish t he desired objective . A teacher- pupil program 
is much more meaningful t han the traditional way of planni ng . 
One way of diagnosing the needs of the stuaents is by using 
a spoken-language inventory like t he one given below. Pro-
vide each stuQent wi th a copy of this inventory. This will 
guide the teacher in future planning. 
1/ 
Spoken Language Inventory-
Put a check on the blank before the s t atement which , in 
your op inion , answers the quest ion correctly . 
1. Can people easily hear you when you speak? 
1/F . Lincoln D. Holme s, A Handbook of Voice and Dict i on , 
Appleton- Century- Crofts , New York , 1940 , p . 29- 30 . 
2 . 
almost never seldom 
____ usually ____ always 







3 . When you sp eak , do you sound indi fferent even about 
things in which you have an interest? 
almost never 
___ usually 









5 . Do you mispronounc e simple words? 
a l most never seldom ____ occasionally 
____ usually ____ always 







7 . Do you stumble in the pronunciation of long words? 
almost never seldom ____ occasionally 
_ _ usually _ _ always 
8 . Do you sound sincere when you talk? 
almost never seldom ____ occasionally 
__ usually _ __ always 
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9 . \7hen speaking ot' pleasant things, do you sound as if 
you we r e lifting a heuvy load? 
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&lmost never seldom occasionally 
------ ---
___ usually ___ always 
10 . Uhen talk ing of ple~ sant thi ngs , do you so ~nd whiny? 
al11 ost never seldom __ occasionally 
__ usually __ always 
11 . When telephoning , ar e you aske d to repeat your words? 
aluos t never seldom ____ occasionally 
__ usually __ alnays 
12 . Do you need t o spell out words to mal~ e yourself under-
stood? 
al ost never seldom __ occasionally 
__ usually __ always 
13 . Do you emphasize your words too much? 
alruost never seldom __ occaionally 
__ usually __ always 
14 . Do you omit final sounds in such words as "cost 11 and 
"lost"? 
almost never seldom _occasionally 
___ usually ____ aluays 
15 . ~heh you are speakine of ordinary everyday t h ings , 







16 . Do you consciously try to soeak distinctly? 
almost never 
---
seldom ____ occasionally 
usually · always 
---
17 . Do you s peak too rap ~dlyr 
almost never 
---
seldom ___ occasionally 
___ usually always 
---:---
18 . Do you speak too slowly? 




19 . Do you vary your rate of speaking from idea to idea. 
almost never seldom __ occasionally 
. ___ usually _ _ always 
20 . Does your voice sound metallic or crisp? 
almost.never seldom ___ occasionally 
_ _ usually _ _ always 
~1 . When you are talking about pleasant things, does your 
voice sound throaty? 
almost never 
----




22 . Do you sound breathy when you have a co2.d? 
almost never 
---
seldom ____ occasionally 
__ usually always 
---
23 . Can you successfully imitate the speech of ot ller people? 
al.u.1ost never seldom __ occasj_onally 
__ usually always 
---
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24 . When you do not have a cold, does your speech sound a s 
t hough ].t is coming frorn your nose? 
aL ost never seldo~~l __ .occasionally 
___ usually __ always 
25 . Is your bre .th supply s ufficient when your are spe Lking? 
almost never seldom occasionallv -~ -- ~ 
__ usuall_y __ always 
26 . Do you enjoy talking to peo~le? 
almost never seldom __ occasionally 
__ usually __ always 
Submit your copy t o your teacher after you are through. 
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l he teacher may provide himself with an inventory to 
discover the pupil's weaknesses regarding his voice and pro-
nunciation habits . A list like the one given below may help 
diagnose individual problems . It may also be used for class 
instruction and individual practice . 
Voice and Aonunciation Checklist 
Name of pupil Date 
----
Directions : Let each pupil read all sentences aloud . Check 
on the accuracy(Good , Fair, l oor)of his pronunciation of the 
underlined sounds . If pronunciation is poor, state in "-e-
marks" why or what subst itution is made . Also t 
it I ~ ,L r.;-:.r 
- "' .., ~rhythm and stress or ace en t . 
cj;ck on f 
0 '~iAlirir~ ~.~ ... 
.,/ 
a 1 . The ant 1 deu on th e 
...... 
i 2 . Insert the pink paper 
v 
oo 3 . Ana should study hard. 
v 
u 4 . Until he cuts t h e wire 
"' ur 5 . I urged the girl to wo 
p 6 . Peter's helper held th 
-
f 7 . Frankly , his luffing 
th 8 . I t ~ink the author lov 
th 9 . This breathing habit w 
v lO . Victory is ever sweet 
r 11. Repeat your performanc 
s 12 . 7e sat and listened wh 
sh 13. Chivalry , the an£ient 
wh 14 . vfhy is the water awhir 
zh 15 . Beny sent me the usual 
feather . 
in the book 
' 
you can't pass . 
rk this summer . 
-
e lam all night . 
is enou_@ for me . ~ 
es a myth. 
ill soothe 
-
your back . 
to achieve . 
e for Mother . 
ile the dance went on . L 
-
custom , lost its dash . 
-
ling? 
cor sa e . 
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II . Check the following questions YES or NO . If the answer is 
~ supply the correct answer . 
1. Does the voice have a pleasant quality? __ If not , does 










2 . Is the pitch well modulated? ______ _ 





3. Does the voice have enough loudness? ______ _ 
4 . 





Is the terrroo 













If not , is it due to 
carelessness 
hab i t 
lack of training 
Is there sufficient 
Is there sufficient 
Does the intonation 





follow the acceptable pattern 
• 
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Dear '::eacher , 
7hese lessons on vo i ce and pronunciation are devised to 
help your students a cquire greater yroficiency in s_peaki11g 
accurate English . You realize that while .JJ.any of them under-
stand English, very few speak it clearly and ·recisely . 
~. Ji thout minimizing the im_.!ortance of the other aspects of 
oral comr unication , you can strive for accuracy in s peech 
by stressing the im,.Orto.nce of voice ar:d pronunciation in 
every oral activity in and outside the classroom. 
Provide yourself with as ..:J.any multi - sensor aids as 
possible so that your work way be truly vital and interesti~g . 
Through your resourcefulness you nay accomplish more than 
others have docc in the past . 
~he lessons dealin6 wi th the voice are developed apart 
from those on pronuncia t j_ on , but no effort is !!lade to em-
phasize one over the other . The choice depends on your 
chilciren ' s needs . I suggest that you .1ake use of the appen-
dices to i uple.Jl.ent t he actual materials you have . 
Every teacher should know what he is teaching;you should 
not only know but do Hha t you s o.y so that the _puJ? ils 1.1ay 
see your example . Your speech , therefore, should be repre-
sentative of the goal you and they arq uorLing for . 
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Dear Pup il, 
One of the c•uestions you 111ay sometimes ask or hear aoout 
another person is , ''Does he speak well?" You ;) robably feel 
that an interesting speuker is fun to listen to . Did you 
ever realize thut it is nore fun if you do the speaking, 
espec ially when you do it in English~ 
Speal\:ing accurate English is an accom,J li shr:1en t which 
you can and should strive for . It is not difficult if you are 
determineu to do it. ':'here are many mater ials you can use 
to practice speukin g fluently . For exaFJ.ple, the lessons on 
the following papes show you the proner use of your voice 
i n : (l)produclnp, ""peech sounds accurately , (2)pronouncing 
various vowel and consonant sounds in words and sentences . 
:::n speakinr; well , you should l:now hov1 to re gulate your pitch, 
the loudness of your voice, and other characteristics whi ch 
constitut e voice product i on . You should also knO\i how to 
s r y each word clearly and accurately without sounding artifi -
cial and ''foreign '' . 
A good way of using t~e material here is by reading t hem 
aloud . Much oral worl: is needed in order to determine how you 
ought to spe ak . ~here fore you · ay want to rend frequently 
alone or with a group until you have acquired the pro~er habits . 
Don 't worry when you gake Qistakes-- it usually t akes time before 
you ge t sa tisfactory results. 
After practicin ~ earnestly and often, you wilJ find that 
speaking accurate Engl ish is no longer an effort but a s)on-
taneous activity worth acfuievi~g . 
Lessons 1 - 4 
Develop ing a Go od Tone of Voice 
Identification of Sounds 
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Pretest 
Ident i fication of Sounds 
(The teacher stands in the back of the room making sure the 
students are not wa t ching him . ~e produces the following 
sounds by recording or by a c tual material . } 
Identify these sounds : 
l . a do g ' s bark 
2 . a bell ' s chimes 
3 . pebbles shaken in a box 
4 . a drum beat 
5 . a harmoni ca note 
6 . the r a ttle of keys 
7 . the ehugging of a train 
8 . an alarm clock ' s ring 
9 . tha closing of a door 
10 . a coin dropJ ing 
Check on those who cannot identify the sounds . They 
may need illore ear training or other corrective measure s 
before doing the other lessons . 
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General Aim 
To help you develoJ a good tone of voice for s eaking 
Engl ish . 
S_pecific Ains 
These are ear- trai ing e:xercises:(l)to help you distin-
guish between cont r a st ing sounds such a tap-- screech; whistle-
crash ; laughter-- si ng ing ; grunt --whisper; ring i ng of a bell-
barkiLg of a do g ; a bugle sound- - a drwa beat; (2 )to help you 
re}roduce t hese sounds as an indication that you he ar t hem 
accurately . 
To the Teacher 
- ....__ ..;;,.;:_~.;;..;;.. 
~lri te the vords on a chart or on t he ooard . If the 
te ucher can repr oduce t he sound o: each word , he s hould do 
so and should ask the pu~ils to identify it after giving 
t h em sufficient tirJ.e to listen . Sone times , for more effective 
results recordings may oe used . Re ~eat the sound or play the 
recordin g as often as Le cess~ry to be sure that t he pupils 
remember it well . Ask t henl wh ch sounds are more pleasing 
to hear a nd why . 
PuJi l J ctivity 
As I stand at the b~ck of t he r oom I will reproduce 
various sounds . (Use r ecor dings or make the actual sounds above . ) 
Listen c arefully and keep fro..n lookini: in ray direction . 
Identify the sources of these sounds by writing t hern. on a 
piece of paper . After wards be prepared to reproduce each 
sound as you heard it , when you are asked . 
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·.fhich of these sounds demand a sustained tone? ''Th ich 
de1nand an ''explos iven force in the voice? 1 fh ich demand a 
whispering tone? W~ich sounds are nore pleasing to hear? 
'WhJr? 
·v·1at sounds are made by : 
a rooster 
a buinblebee 
the wind among the bamboo trees 
a carabao 
an approaching train 
a creaking door 
a violin string 
a gun shot 
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General .A.i:n. 
~o hel) you develop a good tone of voice for speaking 
English 
Specific .di s 
· These are ear tr· ining exercises to ~elp you disti~guish 
sounds ac cord ing to _pitch· and quality . You will find that 
all sounds have a pit ch level , including your onn voice . 
By listen ·· ng to various pitch levels such as high , low , and 
eoium , you wi'll know vvhich level is most pleasing to your 
ears and -vvhich you Jilay wap.t to develo1J in your voice . 
· , .sounds h~ve various c:_ualities also . Some ar,e pleasant 
others are not . · By learning to distiuf' uish one fro~ the 
other , you can adap t siuilar pleasant ones to your own voice . 
To the 'reacher 
Pitch is tae place of the tone on the milsical scale 
which· is determined by fre_uency of' vibration of the sound 
waves tha t reach the ~· r . 'Explain th~t any ss:mnd ..JOssesses 
several characteristics , two of wl1ich are 1i tch and c uali ty . 
Both of thru have desirable ana undesirable as~cts . The 
p itch of a so~nd may be hi ~h , weuium , or low . 
Play again the recording of sounus used in Lesson One • 
..tUso , if . possible, play the scale on any LlUsical i nstrur1ent 
available , such as a piano . : et the .JU')ils deterr.J.iLe the 
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pit ch of each sound they he&rd and cou;>are it with the cor-
res0onding note on the scale . Likewise let each pupil deter-
mine his nor.:nal .;:,peaking pitch using the scale of the instru-
m.ent . 
To the ?upil 
.fhy are so~e sounds unoleasant to hear? As I )lay the 
recordings of sounds we had in the previous lesson , decide 
which of ther. are pleasant to hear . ·,ihy do you think t.::1ey 
are pleasant? ' lhy aren ' t the others? sound ~ay also be 
harsh , shrill , hoarse , flat , thin , nasal , s£nooth , or resonant . 
1esonant sounds are rich ana resoundi g . Can you identify the 
souLds that h&ve any of these qualities? 
~ow , redd the exercises belo\ with varying levels of 
)itch . Describe the .uality of your voice as you read each one . 
l . Yoo hoo ! 
2 . iTha t ho ! ·Tfo t tere ! 
3 . HeJ !Come on ! 
4 . 110 goes there'> 
3 . ra ! ha t ha ! 
,. Cr---a-a - a- s~1 ! u . 
? • Go on ! 
8 . :~no ck ! knock t 
iith what note on t~e ~usical scale does your vo i ce 
co_ )are? lay several notes to find out . 11ow would you 
desc:.~i be t~ e normal oi tch -.1nd q_uali ty of your S) eaking 
vo:..ce? 
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General ..:l im 
To hel~ you develop a gooa tone of voic e for speak i ng 
l!;ngli sh . 
Specific Ai ms 
The se are ear training exercises to help you identify 
as 
sounds c.. ccording t o loudness anc tem)o , suchA: marching of 
feet from a dis tance, as they ap1roach and as t hey f aae away ; 
the c heerinf of a crovvd i n a baske~ball game led by a cheer 
le ader; and the ti cking of a clock . ~empo is the spe ed ~ith 
which sounas occur . Loudness ueans the strength and fulne ss 
of that souna. . Sounds uay be too fast , too slow , or moderate 
in te.190 . They ay al so be too loud , too soft, or well modu-
l a ted . 
"3y being corlsc ious of t~e loudness and te.ilpo of s o-.1nds, 
you ~ay Lnow how dnd when to use thes in y~ur own s~eech . 
To t he Teacher 
Ex)lain these two characteristics- -- loudnes s and tempo--
by giving exa~)les of sounds such as enumerated in t he aims . 
'l:lhese sounds 1nay be ";>repar ed in aa.vance and playea. by recording . 
If recordings are unavailabee , reproduce t he sounds by using 
actual materials or your oun voice from t he bc..c lc of the room. 
? upi l .tl.cti vi t.v 
Comment on the sounds you heard . 'Jhich so und calls for 
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a weak t one? ih ich ca lls for a full for ce"" '.That sounds 
usua lly demand a fas t te1110? Can your speech u se t~ese t wo 
characteris t ics of the voice? TTovl may you use them to ex-
press yo ur desired effect? 
~e )roduce t he sound needed in the following exercises 
using the right tempo and loudness i n the pro)er places . 
l . a se~ies of g~n shots 
2 . t he ch i me of bell s 
3 . a hor se ' s trot 
4 . the wail of a siren 
5 . drwn beats at a oarade 
6 . insistent kno ck s on a door 
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LESSO:t FOUR 
General ! ... im 
To ~elp yo ~ develo , a good tone of voice for speaking 
Engli sh. 
Suecific Ai m 
review of t he characteristics of different sounds as 
lea rned in the last three lessons . 
To the Teacher 
You :1ay provide i nterest ing situations to try t he stu-
dent s' memory _or ability to discri ai nate the varia t S sounds 
studied previously . Use flash Cbrds contain i ng 2ic tures of 
objects thc.:. t pr oauce so 1e i nd o +"' sauna lilce :a bell , train , 
bird, horse, bugle . s each cu.rd is flashed, the pup.:. ls are 
to reprodllce the sound ud.de by that object . 
Exru1 l e : train(Chug,chug ,Chug ,chug) 
bell(Ding,dong, ding , dong ) 
You may also choose a _p up _l to repro duce a sound and 
then let him ask his classr ates to identify the object it 
suggests . ~he pupil who identif ies i t correctly gets t he 
c hance to reproduce anothe r sound . 
Pupil .t.~.ctivi ty 
Try your best to identify and distinguish all the s ounds 
you have studied so fa r . Also be able to reproduce any soun~ 
you are asked about . I will flash sone car ds conta i niLg pic -
tures of objects Hhich ·laKe a )a.'ticulat sound . :;_e >roduce 
the sound ade oy that object: 
a bell a bird a Hhistle a ci.rwn. a do g 
Lessons 5 - 8 





To help you devel9p a good tone of vo ~ ce for i ) eaking 
English . 
S£ecific Aims 
These are breathing exercises to help you develon cor-
rect habits of speuking . 3y ma intaining the correct posture , 
you will be able to breathe freely and easily. ~he greutest 
activity in breathing is in the central ~ortion of the Jody 
directly under t~e arch of the ribs at the front . 
To the Teacher 
unphasize ~he i&portunce of breathing correctly in re -
lation to good voice production . Ask the pupils to practice 
a few exercises ~ither before a ~irror or oy holding a book· 
pressed against the diaphragu anu watching its Llove..:rrents . 
Pupil b.ctivity 
Follow these e (ere ises to .. :1ake your breath co .. 1e out fully . 
so that you can Jroduce a go od rich t one: 
1 . St und in an easy position wit .. your buck against the wall 
and ~ith the edge of the book pressed against your stomach . 
Exhale fully forci~g as much a ir as possible out of the body . 
Then inhale slo~~y , pushing the book away fro& you in the pro-
cess by expanding that portion of the body on which it rests . 
2 . Stand in easy po sition avmy f rom the vml l . Place the 
hands a cross the diaphrug;n with the fingerti.ps on the same 
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area where the book was before . Breathe easily and quietly 
feeling the exoansion around except on the chest which s hould 
be relax~d . 
3 . Inhale a full breath , count 'one '' in a clear tone and then 
let the remaining breath out . ~epeat the process c o ~nting 
one , two; then one , ~wo , three, etc . up to ten . Then try 
countinG to twenty- five or more in one bre uth . ·•ake your 
bre a thing steady , even and unhurried . 
3e) eat these exercises several tL1es . 
- .. - - ~;; ..... .. -
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LESSO:t>T SLC 
General Ai m 
~o helD you develop a good tone of voice for speaking 
:English . 
Specific Aims 
These are brea thing exercises to help you re gulate your 
outgoing breath so that you can maintain your voice while 
speak ing . oy preserving your Jreath you can avoi d squ~ezing 
out the remainiLg air in your lungs as you try to finish what 
you are saying . Prope r breathing makes your voice calm and 
steady . 
Ask the ~ up ils to take a full breath, s tart to sing the 
vowel " o n without exert ing any real pressure on t he breath ing 
muscles. Do the: s arne wi th other vowels . :Let t hem t i .o.e them-
selves to see how long they can hold the tone as t hey exhale 
slowly . rrhen le ·~ t hem i nhale deeply and gradually release 
the brea t h sounding "s" steaa ily and quietly allowi ng no 
jerkiness or c hange of volw1e . Perfect control is po ssi ble 
after a series of pr actices . 
Pu ,) il Activity 
Speak t he followi ng sentences breathing carefully before 
beginning each one and take care to regula t e the outflow of 
your breath . 
1 . I like to t h i nk of ~ izal, the hero of o~r country , who 
died i n t he hands of a selfish Aob . 
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2. i.hat nan touay can do the things he di d without bi t t er-
ness , without anger and without thoughts of vio l enc e? 
3 . If I were a man , I ' d work hard to carry on the work of 
that great leader . 
4 . I will oe honest , true , fa i thful to ny fellow oen and be 
k i nd to my enemi es at all ticies . 
5 . The Bible says , "Now abideth fa i th , hope , and love; these 
t hree ; but t '1e greatest of these is love . " 
6 . Come to t ;1 e fa::.~lll with l.Ie and I will show you where our 
hut stands . 
7 . .::·ather buil t the l1u t of pal.:1 leaves and bd.illboo to nake it 
cool i n summer . 
8 . It ' s ~wnderful to live 0 11 the farm where one can relax 
and enjoy the bea~ty of nature . 
9 . Mimi , are your ~lanning to stay in the c ity the rest of 
t he year? 




To help you develo) a f OOd tone of voice for s p eaking 
English . 
G·)ecific .. . ims 
These breuth ing exercises will hel~ you coordinat e your 
breath control an~ your S)eaki ng . 3y breathing properly you 
c an reserve a supply of air i a your lungs at all t ~~es when 
s Je hh. i ng . You ;ill learn to .aake a sui -c c-.. J le oral response 
with just the ri ~.h t am.ount of breu t h to carry you through 
a _;>hr ase or sentence corlven ie:1tlJ . 
:-: o t he r<le ac her 
Asl:;: t .'le pu)i ls to ir~hJle .just enou;)1 oreat2 to s_pea c 
''one·' and then Sd,v it . Do this until t :1ey reach "ten" . f'hen 
c ount one to ten at the rate of ,oLe co unt a secoLd i~ one full 
brea t~ . ~radua~~Y increa se the ra-ce of coun ting . he move -
men t of t h e di a phragm should be smooth a nd relaxed during 
The )Upil s may a lso count one to five in a coLversa tion-
al 'i'/aY brea thi · •f only o:10e before they s t·lrt . Count to ten 
afteruards i n the same .1anner . 
::tup il .;.c t ivity 
C ant the followin g se lect ion , breathing as i:.dica ted by 
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~he ':ens 
~he night was co~i~ r very fast- -
It reached the gate as I ran past --
'I'lle pigeOliS tlad e:,one to the to·1er Of the CllUrCh 
. Hld all t~e hens were on their perch 
T~ in the ~ ~rn- - and I thoug~t I heard 
A. piece of a little mrring ·7ord--
I stopped inside uaiting an~ stuying 
To ~ry to hear what the hens were sayirc--
One of theM moved ~n~ turned around 
er feathers QDde a ruf~led sound--
A ruf:le~ so~nd , like a bushful of birds--
~~d she said her little askint words--
~he ~ushed her head close into her wing 
But nothing answered anythin@--
(Elizabeth :·adox ~oberts) 
hrase the selection below carefully . Decide in advance 
where you should )ause to breathe anu detenJi~e how much 
breath will be needed for eacn unit . 
The ~ay of Trains 
I hear the engiLe poundi ng 
in triumph down the track , 
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trains take agay the ones you love 
and then they bring them back! 
Trains take away the ones you love 
to worlds both strange and new 
and then , with cure and courtesy , 
they bring them back to you . 
The engine halts and snuffs and snorts , 
it breathes forth smoke and fire , 
then snatches crowded strangers on 
but leaves what you desire ! 
(Elizabeth Coatsworth) 
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LES'"' -r EICVIT 
General ira 
To help you develop a good tone of voice for s)eaking 
English . 
Cipecific .dims 
These exercises will hel~ you support the tone of your 
voice by developing pro er breathing habits . By breathing 
well, you will avoid harshness or shrillness in spe&king . If 
you relax your throat you Pill produce full rich tones . 
Reme"1.ber that an irlcrease of loudness re~ul ts 1ainly fro111 an 
incre~se in t he breath }ressure below the larynx and not 
from tensions in the throat . . 
To the Teacher 
Ask the 0upils to count to twenty briskly, first in-
halins sli ghtly on each count, ana later takinb several 
counts on each breath . Let then place one hanc over the di -
phragm and oboerve t he action of the breathing muscles . 
Yeep the throat passive and relaxed . Ask them what sensa tion 
they feel as th~~ sound each count . 
Read aloud the followin 0 words and phrases vith t he 
proper expression : 
1 . Look out t Burry! Let's go t 
2 . 3ang ! Jun} l Oh , boy l 
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3 . Oh , dear ! ~~at? Cili e on ! 
4 . Oh! It ' s good to be alive ! 
5 . qear that ! That's t he song of the lark! 
6 . Look ! The s ky is clearing! 
7 . Don ' t give up . v e will come soon . 
8 . 7ai t 1 Iook out ! latch out ! 
9 . Oh world , I caLnot hold the~ close~ough ! 
10 . "'rhat? Englishllen? " he cries , '''Tell, if ye don't mind 
being haunteQ , faith you're welcoue t o 1y )alace; I ' m the 
famous Pres .. clr John ! " 
11 . h , farewell !--God knows when we shall meet a gain . 
3ead t he follo win3 selection and oy analyzing the emo-
tion involved in it , deteroine how yo u NOUlQ use your voice 
to ex]ress it . In what s~ction should the voice be sustained? 
1;lhere should. the ''exolosi ve" tone be used? 
The Um brella 3rigade 
'Pitter Jat ter ! ~ falls the rain 
On the school ro~ window pane . 
Such a splash i ne l such a dashing ! 
'fill it e ' er be dry a6a in? 
Down the gutt er rolls a flood , 
nd the crossing ' s deep in mud; 
~nd t he pud~les ! Oh , the pudales 
~ rea si ght to stir one's blood ! 
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But let it rain 
Tree-toads and frogs , 
Muskets and pitchforks , . 
Kittens and dogs ! 
Dash away! plash away ! 
Who is afraid? 
Here we go , 
The Umbrella Brigade! 
Pull t he boots up to t~e knee ! 
Tie t he hoods on merrily! 
Such a hustling , such a jos·tling t 
Out of breath with fun are we . 
Clatter, clatter down the street , 
Gree ting everyone we mee t, 
With our laughing and our chaffing , 
Which the laughing drops repeat . 
{Laura Richards ) 
Lessons 9 - 16 
Producing a Good Tone of Vo ice 
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Pretes t 
(Let each pupil read the selection aloud . Ask them to 
give the proper interpretation they t 11ink the words suggest . 
You may write this on the board or provide each child a 
copy of it . ) 
Directions: Read the selection aloud . See how well 
you can express t he meaning in each word or sentence . 
rrargery Dingle was sobbing herself to sleep . She 
cried, '1.1other t . 'other ! Oh , if I only knev1 - which or:.e -
was the :.,.orth Star ! _hen 1 ' d know how to get home . " 
Just then, she fell asleep and dreamt th~t the little 
Jear was by her side . He was just a playful little bear 
cub . The bear shooL her gently , "'Jell, what ' s the matter?" 
Iar f'ery cr;~d, "I want to go hor1e ! " "'lhy don't you go 
home , then?"asked t he bear . "I'm lost, I cannot find the 
way ," she said . "Why don't you ask Polaris , silly?" 
de~anded ~ittle >ear . 'Polaris? \iho is that?" By r1ow, she 
was curious . ''':'he :.,.orth Star , of course ! Everybody knows 
Polaris . ~Ie is at the end of I11y tail . " Then little 8ear 
laughed and turned a srnlersault . 
( Oweni ta Janderlin , from J!'ollow the 1 orth 8tar) 
(Checkup :r ·ake note of th specific difficulties they have 
in their vocal expression or interpretation . Observe the 
quality, pi tch, loudness, bnd other characteristics that 
need special attention . ':'his chec~p will guide you in devis-




To help you produce a good tone of voice for speaking 
English . 
Specific i ms 
These exercises will help you realize that nasal reso-
nance is important in producing a pure tone for speaking . 
Nasal resonance suggests a resounding quality of the voice 
with the help of vibration through the nose . Some sounds 
are nasal and must be stressed when speaking . 
To t he Teacher 
Give the pupils a simple ear training exercise of nasal 
sounds . Ask which word s in t his list contain those sounds: 
blow dew burning whisper 
morning cornfield again content 
Show either a clay model or a chart showing the mouth, 
nasal passage and pharynx. Explain t hat if t hese passages 
are blocked or closed , no nasal sound can be produced . When 
the nasal passages are open , the soft palate must regulate 
t he escape of air t hru, them to make sure t here is proper 
resonance . 
Pupil Activity 
Show the proper resonance by pronouncing these words 
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for the class: 
come hungry twenty company million 
lung lamb spending annoy merriment 
Pronounce .. .u.e same \lOrds with your nasal passa£e or 
nose closed . Not ice the u.il'fere nce in sound . What happer~s 
to the voice? Nasal resonance pertains t o nasal sounds only . 
If you overuse the nasal passage in pronouncing other sounds , 
you may develop an unpleasant habit called nasality . Vhen 
you close your nasal passages as you did in the exercise 
above , all sounds co e through your ~outh . This tendency 
is called denasality . 
Try these exercises to test the nasal r e sonance of 
your voice . 
1 . Twn (m) at various pitch levels up and cown t he scale . 
Feel t he vibration of the lips and the r esonance throughout 
the nasal passage . 
2. . um (n) similarly . Noti ce th.e absence of vibrg_t i. on on 
the lips . You can feel it in the upper part of your face . 
3 . Read the followin~ carefully , giving particular em-
phasis on all nasal consonants : 
The king was in his counting room 
CouE_ting out his r1oney . 
The cueen was in the parlor 
Eating bread and ho~ey . 
The ~aid was in the gardeg 
Hanging out her clothes ; 
Alo~ ~~e a blackJird 
And bi t off her nose . 
(Mother r}oose) 
He who knows , and knows t)at he kno~s ,--
He is wise -- follow him . 
He who knows , and Knows not he knows, --
He is asleep -- awaken hi m. 
He who knows not , and knows not he knows not ,--
He is a fool ,-- shun him . 
He who knows not , and knows he knows not ,--
He is a c l·. ilei. -- teac l1 hi m. 
(Arabian Proverb) 
And see , another love- lorn lady comes, 
las , poor stricke n dane ! 
gentle pensiveness her life oenu~bs--
And I ine , alone , the 'Jlarne ! 






To help you produce a good tone of voice for speaking 
English . 
Specific Aims 
These exercises will help you develop oral resonance 
which may enrich the cuality of your voice . It is i mport-
ant that you learn to distineu i sh between oral and nasal 
resonance in order to emphasize t hem correctly i n words and 
sentences . For ora l resonance , you use the mouth to mold 
and shape t he tone . 
To t he Teacher 
--
Show a clay model of the mouth , the nasal passage , and 
the pharynx witu the soft palate raised a s in t he production 
of an oral sound . Explain that the movement of the soft pal-
ate blocks or allows the passage of air into the nasal 
chambers . Emphasize t he importance of the L'1outh as the 
rtmegaphone'' and outlet of the sound . Ask t he students to 
relax t he ir jaw allowing the mouth to f all open . Ke ep t he 
jaw relaxed and passive , 1aove it around by grasp i ng it with 
the thumb and finger . Open the mouth wide and repeat the 
follo wi ng words a f ter the teacher , exaggerating the mouth 
open ing for t he init i al lett ers : open , army , oddly , hab it , 
offer , oxen . 
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Nasal sounds are distinc tl~ different from oral sounds . 
With the soft palate relaxed as in breathing , ask t he pupils 
to p i nch their nostr ils while producing t he sound (a) as in 
ah . 7hat sensation do they feel? Now reverse the process 
by holding the sof t palate hi gh as in yawning . Note the 
different QUality of the sound and the absence of vibration . 
This is the position of the r eso11ators when t he oral sounds 
are produced . 
? up il Activity 
The following exercises contai n no nasal sounds . ~ead 
them carefully and check yourself for possible nasal reso-
nance i n any of the sounds . Open your mouth well and work 
for oral resonance . 
l. The roses still grow by tl1e tall willow tr~es . 
2 . ~ho was the girl I saw back t he re? 
3 . Oh dear , I l ost t~e oag you gave us ! 
4 . I hate to see your socks go to was te , Jose . 
5 . Bet ty and Clara saw w at you did . 
As you read the following , see how well you produce 
oral and nasal resonance . 
·sally in our Alley 
Of all t he girls t hat are so smart 
There 's none like pretty :::ially; 
She is the darling of my heart , 
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And she lives in our alley . 
There is no lady in t he l and 
Is half so sweet as Sally; 
She is the darling of .n.y heart , 
And srte lives in our alley . 
(Henry Carey) 
The 'fjind 
Vfuo has seen the wind? 
Reither I nor yo u: 
But when the l eaves ure tre~bling 
The wind is passing through . 
7ho has seen t~e wind? 
Neither you nor I : 
But w~en the leaves bow down their heads , 
The wind is 9ass i ng by . (Christina iossett i) 
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LESSON EL~VEN 
General .A im 
To help you produce a good tone of voice f or speaking 
English . 
Specific Aims 
These exercises will help you establish a desirable 
p itch level so that you voice will be pleasant to hear . 
You will le arn t o relax you t hroat i n order to produce the 
proper tone for speaking. 
To t he r::eacher 
Ask the pupils to stop up t heir ears with t he f ingers . 
Let t hem sing (ah) or hwn (m) up and down the scale until t hey 
arrive a t a tone a t wh ich t he sound appears to ring loudest 
inside their head . Use a piano or other mus ical instrwnen t 
to locate t hat p itch and compare it with t he ir singing range 
and their usual speaking level . The average sp~aking level 
s hould be. within t he lowest octave ranging above and below 
its middle point . This is pr obably lower than what they 
discovered with their ears closed . Let them compare the 
new pitch with their usual level . 
Pupil Activity 
As you r ead the selections below , give a convincing 
int erpretation of t heir mood and meaning . Observe the 
pitch level you use and try to relax your throat . I f you 
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can produce a full and rich quality in reading them , try 
using that same pitch in your conversa t ional voice . 
The Young Calves 
A hush had fallen on the birds , 
And it was almost night , 
When I came round a turn and saw 
A whole year ' s lovel i est si gh t . 
Two calves t hat thought their month of life 
Meant June through all the year 
V/ere co.ming down the grassy road 
As slender as young deer . 
They stopped amazed and took me in , 
Putting their ears out far , 
And in each of four round eyes 
There was an evening star . 
They di d not breathe , they stared so hard , 
Brother close to brother , 
Then their legs awoke, and they 
Turned flank to flunk for motjer . 
He never looked at me at all , 
I was not in his mind ; 
The three of them went down the road 
And never glanced behind . 
(Robert P . Tristram Coffin) 
As I Walked Through My Garden 
I saw a butterfly light on a flower . 
His wings were pink and purple: 
, He s poke a small word ••• 
It was ' Follow ' 
'I cannot follow', I told him, 






To help you produce a go od tone of voice for speaking 
English . 
Specific Ai 1ns 
These exercises will help you learn to vary t he loudness 
of your voice . 3y increasing or decredsing the force of your 
voice you hlay be able to emphasize different meanings in wha t 
you say . 
To t he Teacher 










Ask the students to say "ohry in such a way that it will 
suggest each of the meanings listed above . Ask how the 
sound of the voice in one item differs from the ot~ers . 
Explain the im ortance of power and endurance in the 
voice and how to carry it in different situations without 
t h inning out and losing its eff ectiveness . ~reathing must 
be free so that the tone can be carried firmly . In ordinary 
conversation, the voice does not need too much volume or 
carrying power . A quiet , easy tone is sufficient provided 
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the voice is full and resonant . However , on other occasions , 
. 
it needs a greater volwne . 
Play a recording of a well- known speaker or a poet 
reading h is own seiection . Use the suggestions in the appen-
dix for your materials . Discuss the speaker 's voice quality 
and his technioues for varying the loudness of his voice . 
Pupil Activity 
Try your ability to use the aesired volwue of your 
voice in the following selections : 
Aeroplane 
There's a h~~ning in the sky 
There 's a snining in the sky 
Silyer wings are flashing by 




Silver wined are shining 
As it goes gliding by 
First it zooms 
And it booms 
Then it buzze s in the sky 
Then its song is just a drumming 
A soft little hlliillcing 
StrurtlLling 
The wings are very little things 
The silver s 11ine is gone 
Just a little black speck 
Away ciovm the sky 
~ith a soft little strunning 




(Hary McB . Green) 
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"The eq_uali ty of nations upon wh ich peace 1.1US t oe 
founded if it is to last : ust be an eouality of right s; the 
guarantees exchanQed must ne i ther recognize nor imJly a 
difference between big nations and Slllall, between t:10se 
that are powerful and those that are weak . ~ i ght must be 
based upon the co~nmon strength , not upon the individual 
strength , of t he nations upon wr10se c oncert peace will 





To help you produce a good tone of voice for speaking 
English . 
Specific Aims 
These exercises will help you in using the pro)er 
tempo for effective spealdng . Tec ... po is the speed of speak-
ing . It includes the rhytrunic movement of the voice . By 
being conscious of the r hythillical sec;;u ences of words and 
syllables , you may overcome jerkiness in your voice . 
To t he Teacher 
Play a rec·ord ing of a beating drwn . Ask the class to 
beat time as they listen. ~hen set a clock before or near 
the students so they can hear the ticking. Let them beat 
time as t hey listen to it . Then ask them to tell the &if-
ference in beat between the sounds they h8ard . Explain that 
speech may be described as slow , average , or rapid . JSUally , 
the change in tempo in h'.L1an speech arises out of the speaker ' s 
emotional or mental attitude . Let the w.wle class tal~ e 
part in reading the selection below. As they r8ad , let them 
mark time softly wi th one finger tapping on the desk . 
I ' m going away, I'm going away , 
I ' m going away , I ' m go ing away , 
away, away , away , avmy , 
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Away , avvay , away , away , 
Away , away , away , away , 
Wa .• a •• a •• ay ••. oo •• oo .• oo •. ooh ! 
( Agn e s Har.lffi) 
Explain to t i1e class that in formal and informal speak-
ing , one should have a certain amount of rhythm in his voice . 
Rhythm can be achieved by stressing the right syllable , by 
giving the proper length and force to that syllable , and by 
blending the final sound of each word with the first sound 
of the next word . Use a system (like the one shown below) to 
illustrate stress and blending along 'Ni th rhythm wi tllin and 
between words . 
~-
---
every engage beautiful 
content because prominent 
master arrive character 
rhythm decay melody 
---- ---
------
epidimic ililpression congratulation 
beneficial descendant deliberation 
prejudicial election emancipation 
,....... ,-.-. ,......., 




Show the stress , rhytm1 and blending , using a system 
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like t he one above, to indicate a good way of sayi1g the 
following : 
1 . Of all t he cities I have seen , I like Man ila bes t . 
2 . I like to watch t he li ghts along the shore . 
3 . >Ian ila is a cosr1opoli tan city . 
4 . In the United States , t here are many cities like it . 
5 . Wo uld'nt it be fun to see them all? 
The poem below is intended for chantinr . See how wel l 
you can chant in group s. You need t wo groups : one to c hant 
the lines , t he other to ch i mA like bells as the lines a r e 
c han te d . (Ass i gn t he groups . ) 
Cat hedral Chime s at I:: i dn i ght 
Sleep .. (ch i me) .. sleep on , you faithful souls, 
(Ding •.•. dong ..• .. .. ding ••..•.. ding •.•.. dong) 
Sleep until dawn ; 
Wake!..( chime) •• waken ; you sinners ! 
Fall on your knees , 
Mourn •• (chime ) •• mourn with the sobbing wi nd 
Si gh with the breeze . 
Hark •• (c hi me) •• harken , you mad men ! 
Hear ! •• (c h i me ) •• hear me you sad men ! 
Though God knows you are bad rllen , 
List novv to me . 
Ni ghts •. (C.u..l.• es) •• nights when you're lonely , 
And no one is near, 
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Soft •• (chime) •• soft t hrough the ~arkness 
My sad bells you hear . 
r .. (ch i rne) •• I am the voice 
Of your Lord and King , 
Heed .• ( chime) •• heed me I beg you 
Before I ceas e to ring . 
Co 1e% •• (c h ime) •• do not delay : 
Cone! •• (chime) •• come before day ! 
Co . .1e 1 Come! .All men and pray! 
Come to your God! 





To help you produce a good tone of voice for speaking 
English . 
Specific Aim 
These exercises will help you know where to put the 
stress in words and sentences . By stressing certain words 
or syllables you can convey the meaning you desire . 
To the Teacher 
Play the recording of any poem or prose selection you 
have . Use the suggestions in the Append ix for material . 
Write the passage on the board in advance . Ask the students 
t o listen carefully , making note of the words and phrases the 
speaker emphasizes . Play it again to be sure every word or 
sentence is distinctly heard by all . Then ask the pupils to 
look at the same speech written on the board . Let them under-
line the words they heard stressed and indicate vv it ich syllable 
was stressed . Let them read the passage line by line stress-
ing each underlined word . The whole passage shoulc be read 
through after this . 
Pupil c tivity 
A. By using the words listed below , c0nstruct and pro-
nounc e aloud short sentences , giving particular emohasis on 
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the syllable or syllables which you think should oe s tressed : 
similar association circwnstance 
result dessert parting 
hesitation secretary canteen 
orange adult associate 
mayor literature mounted 
Refer to the d ictionary to c heck you answers . 
B. Rewr ite the selections below indica ting the places where 
you t h ink stress or accent should be . Also show by using t he 
mark / where t he pauses are nece s sary . )\ow read it aloud . 
"We hold t he se truths to be self- evident, tha t all men 
are created equal , t ha t they are endowed by their Creator 
with certain inalienable ri Jhts , that among these are Life , 
Li berty , and the pursuit of Ha_piness , That to secure these 
ri gh ts , Governments a re instituted among men , deriving their 
just powers from t he consent of the governed ,-- that when-
ever any form of government becomes destructive of these 
ends , it is the Ri ght of the People to alter or to abolish 
it . " (From U. s . Declaration of Independence ) 
As long as I live 
I shall always be 
My self-- and no other , 
Just me . 
?9 
Like A tree--
rJ' illow , elder , 
Aspen , t .10rn , 
Or cypress fo· lorn . 
Like a flower , 
For its hour--
Primrose , or pink , 
Or a viole t--
Sunned by the sun , 
nd with dewdrops we t. 
Always just me . 
Till the day come on 
When I l eave this body , 
It ' s all then done , 
And the spirit wi thin i t 
Is gone . 
( 1va l ter de la Hare , 




To help you produce a good tone of voice for speaking 
English . 
Specific Aims 
These exercises will help you adapt the quality of your 
voice to varying situations in order to speak effectively. 
You will understand that the cuality of the voice depends 
largely upon your mental and emotional attitude and upon a 
well coordinated voice mechanism. 
To the Teacher 
Sometimes the cuality of the student ' s voice is dif-
,, 
ficult to improve . Because of physiological defects in h i s 
voic e mechanism , he is una ble to produce the desired rich-
ness or pleasantness you desire . When ever this condition 
arises , you should leave the prob~em in the hands of a phy-
sician or someone skilled in speech therapy . 
Read to the class any of the poems previously studied. 
Exaggerate the nasal aud oral resonance . Vary your voice 
abcording to thinness , flatness , harshness , brea thiness . 
Ask for comrne nts . Then explain the causes of these charac -
teristics . Give t he students t hese suggestions for i mp rov ... 
ing the quality of the voice : 
1 . Relax the muscles in your throat . 
2 . 3reathe fully from the middle re gion of the body . 
3 . Speak with full nasal and ?ral resonance . 
4 . Asswne an optir2 istic attitude towards things and 
people around you . 
Pupil Activity 
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The poem below is for ~roup reading . See how well you 
can interpret it by using the desired quality of voice in 
the ri ght places . A nutnber of students alone will read the 
part for dark voices , aTid t hen everybody joins in the r es t 
of the poem . 
Look Out 
All : Look out ! Look out ! 
A 1J.otor is coming! 
Look o~t ! Look out ! 
A 1ao tor is coming ! 
Look oilt ! 
Dark voices: Here it come s splashing 
And hooting , and dashing ! 
Look out ! Look ou.t ! Look 
11 : Look out ! LooK out ! 
A motor is coming! 
Look out ! Look out ! 
A motor is coning! 




Try these sentence s to t est your ability to maintain 
an agreeable quality of voice : 
1. Look out ! The boat is tipping ! 
2 . ·.ihere is the fish? .... here it goes •••.. there ! 
3 . Eanu.el , lend ru.e you.r coa.t; I ' u so c !1 illy I can ' t 
stand straight . 
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4 . Thank you for bringing us back . 0~ , how tired you 
must be ! 
5 . Shhh! ~he dog is asleep . ..fall-c on t i ptoe, but .,t,)lease , 
hurry ! 
6 . Come on , l~other wi 11 oi ve yoJ. soue thing to eat . 
7 . Personally , she pref~rs putting food an ;aper plates . 
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LESSOlT ; r:TEEN 
General im 
To help yo~ prouuce a good tone of voice for speaking 
English . 
Specif ic .Ai slls 
These exercises will he lp you use the proper intonation 
in speaking . "1nglis '1 speech is unlike your native speech 
in melody . 3y knowing its pat tern or melody style , you 
will be able to speak illore accurately . 
To the Teacher 
Play a recording of any English-s~eaking person , prefer-
ably, a re~utable syeaker . Consult t he ~ppendix for sources 
of material. Let the class notice the way he speaks . ~lay 
it again so t hat everyone understands what he is saying 
and how he says it . hen usk t hem how t ile me lody of t his 
person's voice differs from their own . Explain that al-
though no t\70 people ever really say a sentence in t '1e same 
way , there are certain patterns upon which English speech 
is oased . One way to speak English '1ore accurdtely , is to 
learn the tune of the language . For exalilple : 
0 • 
~!here are my s~oes? 
Is she going? 
• Her sister is here . · -=-'--0-i!::.!.~~-q 
Let them study caref ully t~e gui ae to i ntonation given 
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below. .Ask thera to conpare their intonation with the ex-
amples 6iven . 
Guide to English Intonation 
1 . Declarat i ve sentences end with a doNnTiard glide • 
I a11 home. • . ., 
2 . Incomplete thoushts and ruestions ans'Nerable by 
yes or no end ~ith an upward glide on the last 
accented syllable . 
Is it true? ~ • .J · 
•rust you leave? __;::41>:,__,.::0=..__g@~J_,or- ,.. • ...:::·--' __ 
3 . The first stressed syllable of a ~brPath group~ 
has the highest pitch . '.;he unstressed and unac -
cented syllables have average pitch • 
• ~he manager told you so . .. 0 
Pupil .tlCtiv i ty 
3y using the salile intonation markings , indicate the 
sentence melody of the followin~ : 
1 . I thought of you today . 
2 . ~here did Tike get ~is new s~oes? 
3 . Did they see the plane dive? 
4 . Oh, I see what you 1aean . 
5 . ~his boy has eaten all the ~g~s . 
6 . · 4nna, close the door . 
'1 . :t-at and =~ite knew you did it . 
8 . Listen . I hear t~e~ co~ing . 
Hiding 
I ' m hiding , I'm hiding , and no one knows where ; 
For all they can see is ny toes and ny hair . 
And I just heard my father say to my mother--
'tBut , darling , he must i:Je somewhere or other; 
Have you looked in the ink well?" 
And Uother said , "~here?" 
In the HIK .IELL , ~t said }!'ather . But I was not there . 
Then 11'Vfai t : " cried my mother--
"I think that I see him under the carpet . ~ But 
i t was not me . 
" I nside the mirror ' s a pretty good place , " 
Said Father and lookeQ , but saw only h i s . face . 
"We ' ve hunted , n sighed ~.:other , "as hard as we could 
And I~~ so afra i d that we ' ve lost him for good . " 
Then I laughed out aloud and I wiggled my toes 
And Father said-- ''Look , dear , I wonder if those 
~oes could be Benny ' s . 
There are ten of them . See? 11 
.And they 'JERE so surprised to fj_nd 




Provi~d each student with copies of the selections 
given below . He will be allowed four minutes to read 
both selections . Grading will be based on the following 
items : Pitch--10%, Loudness--10% , Resonance--10%, 
Tempo--15~-; , Intona tion- 20$; , Q,uali ty--25% , Miscellaneous--
10'-~ I 
Directions : Remembering all you know about p itch , quality , 
temp o, loudness , intonat i on , etc ., read both oelections 
aloud to t he class and i nt erpret them the best way you can . 
The Sp i der and the Fly 
"?Til l you walk into my parlor?" sai c. the spider to t he fly , 
't ' Tis the prettiest littl e parlor that ever you did spy! 
The way i n to my parlor is up a winding stair , 
nd I have many curious things to show when you are there . rt 
noh no , no , " said the little fly , "to ask me is i n va i n ; 
For who goes UiJ your winding stair can ne ' er come down again . n 
"I ' m sure you must be weary , dear , with soari ng up so high ; 
g ill you re s t upon my litt l e bed?" said the sp ider to the fly . 
"There are pretty curtains drawn around , the sheets are f i ne 
and thin ; 
And if you like to r est awhal e , I ' ll snugly tuck you in!" 
"Oh no , no , "said the little fly , "for I ' ve often heart i t said 
They never wake again , who sleep upon your bed ! f t 
8? 
Said the cunning sp ider to the fly, "Dear friend, what can 
I do 
To prove the warm affection I' ve alvv-ays felt for you? 
I have wit hin my pantry , good store of all t hat's nice; 
I'm sure you're very we lcome--will you please to take a slice?" 
"Oh no , no , " said t he little fly , ttki nd sir, that cannot be, 
I've heard what 's in your pantry, and I do not wish to see ! " 
"Sweet creature ," said the spider , "you're witty and you ' re wise ; 
How handsome are your gauzy wings, how brilliant are your eyes! 
I have a little looking- glass upon my parlor shelf ; 
If you 'll step in one ~ome nt , dear, you shall behold yourself . " 
"I thank you, gen tle sir , " she said, "for what you 're pleased 
to say , 
And bidd ing you good morning now, I'll call another day . " 
(l~ary Rowi tt) 
Kind Words 
"Ki nd wo rds do not cost much . They never blister the 
tongue or lips. ~e never heard of any mental trouble ar:sing 
from t '~ iS quarter . Though they do not cost much , yet they 
accomplish much . They make other people good-natured . 'l'hey 
also produce their own image on men 's souls , and a beautiful 
i mage it is . 1' ( B. Pascal) 
Lessons 17 - 22 
Developing Better Habits of Pronunciation 
and Art iculation of Vowel Sounds 
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Pretest 
· .A . Written 
Place the diacritical marks on the vowels on each word . 
For exaraole, bat 
care whip scream 
absurd set bitter 
ba t change spoon 
t hre ad arrow hush 
feet i n to happy 
bull girl dinner 
pre pare moon plant 
B. Oral 
Pronounce each word orally and then use it in a short 
sentence . For example: care 
Please , wine your feet with ca re . 
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. LESSOY SEVEJTTEE-!v 
General Aim 
To helv you develop better habits of pronunciation and 
articulation . 
Specific Aim 
These a r e exercises to help you i morove your ability to 
.) 
re1\roduce the sound a (o.e. ) in words a nd sentences, as in: An 
ant bit her toe . 
To the Tea cher 
Write the sound ~(c~)on the board . Play a recording of 
the so und . Give the students sufficient time to listen and 
i mita te t he sound cuietly . Play it a ga in und reproduce t he 
sound afterwards . Show the position of the mouth with the 
tongue so[rlewhat lower t han its natura l position and rather 
flat . The jaw i s opened slightly wide . The tongue s hould 
not be tense wh ile in ~osition . 
· :1Iake use of di agrams or p icture s to further illustrate 
I) . 
the ·oosi tion of t he mouth as it pronounces . the sound a(oe-). 
The students' .rJ.out hs should ,~ s sume a similar position. r ow 
let t hem r ep r oa.uce t he sound aloud. Th is d ay be done indi-
vidually or in gro un s or both . 
Pup2. l Activity 
Listen ca re f ully to t ~ following words as I say each 
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one twice . Then tes t yourself by re) eating each one: 
i ni tial 
ant ankle alley add anguish 
medial 
pan sat dam ce.ndy bank land 
..; Give other words containing the sound~(~ )and use them in 
sentence s. Pr actice reproducing a{ae )with your mouth in the 
ri ght. posi t i on . 
See how well you can stress the sound ~(~ ) in t he fol-
lowing selections: 
l. He sat with his hand on the narrow ladder . 
2 . Can you catch t he bag of candy with that little 
· pan on the sand? 
3. A fat r at sat upon a fancy mat. 
4 . He sang a happy song. 
5 . Inez generally catches rabbits with a tr.ap . 
They fou ght the 'dogs and killed t he cat s, 
And bit t he babies in the cradles, 
nd a te the cheeses out of the vats , 
And licked the soup from the cool ' s own ladles, . 
Split onen t he kegs of silted s pr ats , 
Made nests inside men ' s Sunday hat s, 
And even spoiled the women 's chats , 
By drowning their speak i ng 
With shrieki ng and sq_ueaking 
In fifty different sharps and flat s. 
(Rober t Browning , from The Pie C.. P i oer £r Hamelin) --- ----
• 
Gallop a Dreary Dun 
Easter I have and I au his nan, 
Gallop a Dreary Dun ; 
~aster I have and I am his man , 
~nd I'll get a wife as fast as I can; 
With a heighly , gayly , gar:1berall y , 
~iggledy , p iggledy 
Gallop a Dreary Dun . 
('Tothel' Go ose) 
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"Not that I loved Caesar less~ but I loved Rome 
more. Had you rather Caesar were living and die all 
slaves , than that Caesar were dead , to live all free men? 
As Caesar loved me, I weep for him; as he was fortunate, 
I rejoice at that ; he .1as valiant, so I honor him ; but 
as he was fuubitious , I slew him . ~here is tear for his 
love, joy for his fortune, honor for his valour; and 
death for his arabition . " 
(Shakespeare , from Julius Caesar) 
Try your skill in making rhyilles or jingles using the 
sound a(~) . ' 
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LESS01- EI GHTEEN 
General Aim 
To help you develop be ~ t ~r habit s _of pronunciation and 
articulation . 
Specif ic .~:i. im 
These exercises w~ll help you i u_p rove your a bility tq 
re) roduce the sound r( I ) in words and sentences as in : 
Give me the bottle of ink . 
To the Te a cher 
·1vri te the sound 1:' ( r ) on t he board,. Play a recording of 
it . Give t he studenta sufficient time to list en and i u itate 
. 
the sound quietly . Play it again or reproduce the sound for 
them. Show the position of t he mouth in ~reducing ~ ( 1 ) 
wi th the tongue barel~ raised from its original position and 
the teeth parted lightly . - Show p j_ ctures or c harts to illus-
trate t he posit ion of the mout h 'better . ~he students t mouths 
should as sum~ a sLnj_lar pos ition . l'Jow, let ther11 reproduce 
r 
it aloud . This may be done indi vidually or in groups or 
both . 
Puoil Act ivity 
Listen carefully to the foll owing words as I say each 
one twice . Then test ourself by r epea ting each one : 
initial 
i nto in i mo ort ink i nterest insert . 
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medial 
bin lip s ~ip swi m lick pink 
Give other ·words containing r( r )and use t hem in sentences . 
l:' ractice r eproducing the sound wi th your mouth in the right 
position . 
See how well you can stress r( I )in the exercises below: 
z was once a piece of zinc 
Ti nky , winky , 
Bl inky , tinky 
Tinky , minky 
:?ieee of zinc ! 
On the road to Raffydiddle 
Sits a fiddler wi t h a fiddle 
And t here beneath the melting of the moon , 
Each ni ght he puts his chin 
To his cheery violin 
;1-nd plucks him out a frisky feather tune . 
(IIi ldred P. Heigs , from The l oad to Haffydiddle) 
., . .Then ','Jill ism James wa s a professor a T:rarvard , a 
freshman was standing one day in front of a book store . 
There were so-le bool s in the uind.oYJ , and among them, a 
volume of o. Henry ' s stories. ~no ther nan came u p whom 
the freshman didn ' t know . nHave you re ad the nev1 one? '~ 
asked the other man . "ITo'' , replied the freshhlan . "lJei ther 
have I , '' s v. id the other rnan , :' but I have read all t he 
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others . . , . "'Ie ' s great , though--don ' t you think so?" 
asked the l '.cesh:nan . ''0-rand , ., replied. the other man . 
~Let ' s go in and buy this one . ~ So they did . The o ther 
man was the great Wi l liam James . 
(Carl s . 1 atton , The 3 i g --an and the Little F an ) 
Now try your slcill in r.1akine; rhymes or jingles 
r.) 




To hel l;) you develop better haJits of pronunciation 
and articulation . 
Specific .\im 
These exercises will help you L ;.)rove your a ~J il i ty 
v to reproduce the sound~( u )in words and sent~nces as 
in: I like to read books . 
-----
'To the Teacher 
J Write t he so md oo ( L1 ) on the board . · 1)lay a record-
ir1g of it . Give t he stua.ents sufficient t L1e to listen 
and ilnitate the sound quietly . Play the record again or 
re produce t he sound for the3 . 3how the position of the 
mouth with the lips slightly rounded and pr otruded . The 
tip of the ton gue is on the floor of the 1t10uth somewhat 
behind the l ower front teeth , and the soft . palate is 
raised . The breath is expelled Tiith moderate force . 
'Take use alsq of . diagrams or pictures t o furt her 
illustra te t he position of t he mouth as it pronounces 
o'6 ( U ) . The students ' ouths ·should assume a similar 
position . How, let them reproduce the sound aloud . 
~his may be done individually or in group s or both . 
Pupil Activi t y 
Listen carefully to the following words as I say 
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each one twice. Then test yourself by repeating each one: 
medial 
pull full book bush to ole would 
\,)1 
Give other words containing ££( U )and use them in sentences . 
Practice reproducing this sound with your mouth in the right 
_position . 
'-' See how well you can stress the sound ££( U ) as you read 
aloud the following selections : 
1 . He took a good look at the murmuring brook . 
2 . Will you put the cookies on the stool? 
3 . Girls should learn to cook good food . 
4. Put a bushelfull of bamboo shoots in the room. 
5 . Who t r i ed to pull wool over my eyes? 
The oal;:s , they say have a "~H iser look ; 
Mayhap they whispered to the brook : 
"The world by him shall yet be shook , 
It is in Nature ' s plan; 
Though now he fleets like any rook 
Across t_ e fields to ... wne . n 
(Richard Burton , ~'"cross t 1e :::"ields to Anne) 
Look , look , looK , look, 
I am t he vowel in book . 
You could , if you would , find me in pull; 








To help you develop be t ter habi~s of ~~enunciation 
and articulation • 
.Spec i fic Aim 
These e -0..ercises will help you iflprove your abili t.v to 
v 
reproauce the sound ~ ( A ) i n words and sentences as i n : 
Wa i t until she cones . 
To the Teacher 
-1r i te the sou.nd on the bo ard . Play a recording of it . 
Gi ve the stuuents suff i c i ent ti111e to listen and imi tate it 
quietly . Play it again or reproduce the sound for them . 
Show the p osition of the mouth .v-i th t ~1e jaw moderately 
lowered . ~he t onEue is hunched sli ~htly in the wid~le und 
the lips are rela~ed and unrounded . Also , show pictures 
or uiagruns to illustrate further the position of the moutll 
as it pronounce.::. the sound . 'I'he stw e:1ts ' mouths s.1ould 
assu.JJ.e a similar posi tio ~1 . No\/ , let them r egroduce the sound 
aloud . This may be done indi viuually or in ~roups or both . 
PU r) il Activity 
Li sten carefully to the followin~ ;ro rus as I say each 
one twice . 'I'hen , test yourself by re Jeating each one : 
ini t i al 
until under U;>On ul tiin.ate upper 
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medial 
luck cut study nwnb tub bundle 
..; Give other words containing tne sound u ( A ) and use them 
in sentences . J Practice re~roducing u ( A ) with your uouth 
in the right position . 
See how well you can stress the sound ~ ( A ) as you 
rea~ alouQ the following selections: 
1. Don du~ ~he nuts in the mud . 
2 . A plu ... lp duel<: stuclc its bill into the dJnk du...J.p . 
3 . Did you put the bunale o: junk in the trunk? 
4 . He looked for the lucky key to unlock the locked 
trunk . 
5 . Shut the door so the s un won't s~ine on your son ' s 
bunk . 
Fuzzy wuzzy , c~eepy crawly 
Caterpillar fQ1ny , 
You will be a butterfly 
When the days are sunny . 
(Lillian 3 . Vanada, Caterpillar) 
A bundle is a funny thing , 
It always sets oe ~ondering ; 
For whether it is thin or ~ ide 
You nev~r knowsjust what ' s inside . 
Especially on Christillas week , 
Temptation is so great to peek ! 
l~ow wouldn ' t it be much more fun 
If shoppers carried t hings undone? 
(John Farrar, Bundles) 
Once upon a funny time , Lit tle Bugs 3unny 
decided to store some nuts . But where must he store 
them? Under the tree trunk? Up in the branches? 
Other little bunnies run around all day long , you 
know , and one never can find a good place to keep 
t h i ngs . So , he dug a teeny weeny hole up on a 
hill , dumped hi s nuts into it and covered them up 
with a bundle of leaves . 
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Now try your skill in mak ing r hymes or jingles contain-
..... 
ing the sound ~( 1\ ) • 
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General im 
To help you develop correct ha~its of pronunc iation 
and articulation . 
Spec ific .Aim 
These exercises will ~1elp you i ,J._p rove your a'J.Lli ty to 
A 
reproduce the sounG ur ( 3 ) in worGs and sentences as in : 
He hurt his arm . 
s:'o the Teacher 
A 
rite the sound ur (3 ) on the board . Play a record-
inp of it . ~ive t~e students SJ~~icient time to lis t en 
and iillitate it quietly . Play it again or reproduce the sound 
for them sLo~ the position of the 2outh with the jaw lowered 
midway , the lips unrounded , and the ton~ue arched in the 
,) 
middle and slightly farther back than for u ( ~ ) . The front 
of the tonfue i s curled backward and inw~rd toward the palate . 
lso make use of p ictures or diagraras to illustrate further 
the position of t lj_e nouth as it pronounces the s ound u't- ( 3 ) . 
The students ' mouths should asswae a similar position . Let 
t hem reprocmce the sounu a loud . This ";m.r be done individually 
or in groups or bot~ . 
Pupi l ACtivity 
Listen carefully to t~e follo~ing words us I say each 
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one twice . ':'hen te -~ t .vou.rself b.v re_pea t in€" ea.c '1 one : 
initial 
early earnest earth urge urban 
medial 
hurt girl curl further pert 
final 
sur!l!ller sister stir labor . loiter 
~ive ot ~er words containing ~he sound u~ (3 and vqe them 
in senteLces . . A Prac-ci ce reproducu1g ur ( 3 ) wi t ll .vour .LO.ou th 
in t he rig~t position . 
""' See how well you can stress the sound ur (3 ) as yo~ 
read aloud the followin~ selections : 
1. A bear does not have a curly coat of fur . 
2 . Uill a ti ger ~urr if he is thirs~y? 
3 . .A burly ru.an burst the b':irn door vvi th vi gor . 
4 . An early bird c .1t ches Horms on the pearly grass . 
5 . A kernel of corn fell into the cu~d . 
'dhirly, t wirly, 
Round and rou~d , 
Dow11 he sc e;..mpers 
:'o t he ground . 
Furly, curly 
'1ha t a tail 
Tall as feathe r 
Broad as a sail ! 
Where ' s his supper? 
In the shell , 
Snappity , crackity , 
out it fell ! 
(Unknown , The Squirre l ) 
There t he village eddy whirls , 
And t~ere the surly ~illage churls , 
And the re~ cloaks of market girls , 
Pass onward to Shallot 
(Alfred Tennys on , 7he Lady of 
"""ShaiTOf) -
Now , try your skill i n :1ak i ~1g rhymes and jingles using 
the sound U} ( 3 ) • 
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10 3 
To ~el~ you develop correct haoits of )renunc iation 
and articul&tion . 
Speclfic .dins 
These e:A:ercises ~·lill 1elp you im1)rove your aoili ty to 
..J \) u I) .......... 
reproduce t .1e sounds a ( ~e ) , oo ( U ) , 1:. ( 1 ) , u ( A ) , and ur 
(3 ) . By reviewing all these sounds , you will know how well 
you have developed your ability to pronounce theL. 
Play recordinbs containin ~ each sound . ask the students 
t o reproduce the sound they ~edr . Chec~ on the position of 
their mouths . Tell thefl to illake a list of words ~or each 
sound . Let them exchange lists ·:vi th the i r classna tes and 
ask the.LJl to pronounce the list they 1 ow have . ':'he rest of 
the class listeh ~nd take note o~ any errors as a pupil 
recites . rrhen he is ~ini shed , those who heard his errors 
r-ay corment on it and then ive the correct pronunciation 
t J.1e.nsel ve s . 
Ot~1er situations .~.rray be use<l to sti1riulate the i r inter-
est ~nd to help them repro<luce t1e sound without hesitation . 
It is i~}ortant to c ~ec~ on the pu1ils ' progress even 





l~t us p lay a ~ame called ~The J~ t-ac9." I have 
a nw1ber of cards ~it~ ~ords written on t)em . You are to pro -
nounce t he word correctly as quickly as you can . I will 
first flash the card, then call soraeone ' s name . If he pro-
nounces i t correctly I will say "Hit" and give him t he card . 
If he fails I will say "tM iss" and call another pup il. The 
one who ge ts the most hits , or cards , is the ~ace~ . Ready . 
matter spirit wagon 
dam curtain birthday 
murmuring licking fast 
pit broomstick uncle 
dinner tumble hundred 
turn nook stood 
understandable brook mercy 
bushes lw-J.ber ca!ilp 
wh irl bookkeeper burn 
duck bathroo~•l candidate 
oerti fy lilk swim 
under squirt thirsty 
bank factory booming 
unintentional 
Lessons 23 - 32 
Developing Better Habits o~ Pronunciat ion 
and Articulation of Consonant .Jounds 
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LESSON TJENTY- RREE 
Gener al .Aim 
To help you develop correct habits of pr onunci'ation and 
articulation. 
Suecific Aims 
These exercises will hel p you i mprove your abil ity to 
reproduce t h e sound ~( ~ ) in words and sentences as in: I'm 
full of peu today . 
To the Tea cher 
Write the sound 2< p· )on the board . Play a recording of 
it . Give the s t udents suff icient time to listen and i mitat e 
it quietly . Play the r ecording ~gain or reproduce the sound 
for them. Show the pos ition of the ~outh with the lips closed. 
Thi s sound is voiceless. Also nake use of diagrams or pic-
tures to furt her illustrate the position of the mouth . The 
pupilst mouths should assume a siu ilar position . Now , let 
t hem reproduce the sound aloud . This may be done i nd ividually 
or in group s or both. 
Puoil Activity 
Listen carefully to t he following words as I say each 
one t wice. Then test yourself by repea ting ea ch one : 
initia l 





i mprison expose depress ample 
stt®p lam ) damp sk ip drip flip loop 
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Give other words containing the sound E( P )and use them in 
sentences . Practice making the sound ~( p )with your mouth 
in the correct position. 
See how well you can stress the sound as you read aloud 
the following selections: 
1 . Did you pi ck out that pot of pi cked potatoes? 
2. ·.Jeep ing Patsy duml.J ed her pink sli:pper s in the pool . 
3 . Please , pass the pepper po t after you peel the papaya . 
4 . "Pitter , pa tter , pitter , patter pour ! " pats the ra i n 
on the windowpane . 
5 . Vy pet peeve is pickling peppers for persnickity 
people . 
Pi ping down the valleys wild , 
Piping songs of pleas~nt glee , 
On a cloud = saw a child 
nd he laughing said to me : 
11Pi :p e a song about a lamb ! 't 
So I piped vJi th merry cheer , 
"P i p er , p i _o e that song again! " 
So I pip ed: he wept to hear . 
( ,.7 illiam Blake , from 'l'he P i Der) 
Christopher ~obin goes 
qopp ity , hoppity 
' Topp i ty, hop p ity , hop . 
Whenever I tell him 
olitely to stop it , he 
Says he can't possibly stop . 
If he stopped hopping , he couldn't go anywhere , 
~oor little Christopher 
Couldn't go anywher e ••• 
That': why he always goes 
3 opp ity , hopp ity , hop 1ity, hoppi ty , hop . 
(A . .. \ . I"ilne , ~oppi ty) 
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Now, try your sk ill in making r hyme s or jingle s contain-




To help you develop better hab~ts of pronunciation 
and articula tion. 
" \, Specific Aim 
These exercises will help you improve your ability to 
reproduce the sound f( F )in words and sentences as in: The 
apple fell from the basket . 
To t he Teacher 
1 rite the sound f( f )on the board . Play a recording of 
it. Give the students sufficient time to listen and imitate 
it quietly . ~lay the record again or reproduce the sound for 
them. Show the position of the mo uth with the lower lip 
pressed against the edge of the upper front teeth. The breath 
is forced out gradually between the lip and the teeth with a 
. y 
strong friction- like sound . 
:jake use also of diagram.s or pictures to further illus-
trate the position of the mouth as :i_ t pronounces the sound . 
The students' ouths should assume a similar position . Kow , 
let them reproduce the sound aloud. This may be done individ-
ually or in groups or both . 
?upil Activi t:Y" 
Listen carefully to the following wotds as I say each 
:y -~filliaru Brigance and :!'lorence 'ienderson, £2_ . cit ., p . 27 . 
• 
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one twice . Then test yourself by repeating each one: 
initial 
first fume fall from fat fight free 
medial 
confer perform refer deafen coffee sift 
final 
calf laugh stiff bluff enough loaf 
Give other words containi ng t he sound f( r )and use them in 
sentences . Practice making the sound with your mouth in the 
right position. 
See how well you can stress the sound f{ f )as you read 
aloud the following selections : 
1 . Flying fish don ' t f l y in perfect formation . 
2 . The loaf for you fell from the roof . 
3 . Puff , puff , went the pig as he put his stiff foot 
into a pail of fresh flowers . 
4 . The first fat pig fought with the pup for his food . 
5 . ·Fifty laughing females loafed around the fair . 
6 . gruff policeman fiddled and fumbled while the 
terrific fire raged . 
7 . There was enough fat in the frying pan to make Rulluf 
some French fries . 
Fiffle fee fee, fiffle fee fee , 
Fifty fighting 11en are vre . 
Feef , fife , fofe , fum , 
Vlith fifty rifles here we come ! 
(Jo Ann ~ . Lally) 
The Chickens 
"That a f earful battle, 
·,7ha t a dreadful storm! 
Five little chickens 
Fighting for a worm. 
\Then the worm had vanished 
They all said--Peep--and then 
The five little chickens 
·Jere all good friends again . 
(Rose Fyleman) 
From the very first day of school , Father 
insisted that I fix my bi cycle . You see , I live 
far from school and I hav.e to walk for a long 
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time to get there . But I figure d if I saved enough 
money by being thrifty about y food expenses , I 
could use that to buy a new one . I did ge t a new 
bicycle finally , but not out of ElY money--Father's 
billfold fixed that . 
Now try your skill in making rhymes or jingles contain-
ing the sound f( f ) . 
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General 1.im 
To help ou develop better haoits of pronunciation and 
articulation . 
Specific Lim 
These exercises will help you improve your ability to 
reproduce the sound th ( e ) in \70rds and sentences as in: 
Throw .1e a fast ball % 
To the Teacher 
Fri te the ::::::>und th( e ) on the board . Play a recordir..g 
of it . Give the students suffic~ent time to listen and imi-
-
tate it quietly . lay the re cord again or reproduce the sound 
for them. Show the )OSition of the r outh with the sides of 
the tongue pressed ag~inst the upper side teeth . The tip of 
the tongue is pressed against the upper front teeth • . ~hen the 
breath is forced out gradually bet~een the tongue tip ana the 
teeth with a friction- like sound, The soft palate is raised. 
-y 
rtake use also of diagrams or pictures to further illus-
trate the position of the :10uth as it f iVeS t he SOUnd th( e ) . 
The stua.en ts ' rwuths sh:>Uld assume a similar )Os ition. -~ow , 
let them re~roduce the sound aloud . This iliay be done individ-
ually or in . .,.rou_::> s or both . 
Jj:7illian Brigance and Florence ~enderson, £.tl_. cit ., p . 36 . 
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Pup il .:\.ctivit y 
Listen carefully t6 the following words as I say each 
one t wice . ~hen test yourself by repeating each one: 
initial 
t huo.b thick thorn throw thin t hrust 
medial 
author heather anther authentic frothy 
I 
final 
myth doth moth birth mouth bath 
Give other words conta ining the sound th( 8 )and use them in 
sentences . Practice mak ing the sound withyour mouth in the 
ri gh t position . 
See how well you can stress the sound th( 6 )as you rea d 
aloud the followin g select ions : 
1 . Thorns and thistles are scattered in the path . 
2 . The thimble on your thllinb always looks too thick . 
3 . A little noth flew into t he nouth of a thin )anther . 
4 . Throw t he thick leather sheath to Thomas . 
5 . This is J.n authentic Gothic cathedral . 
Thirty thousand thoueht~ul boys 
~hought t hey ' d make a thundering noise; 
So with thirty thousand t hw-rJ.bs , 
They thumped on thirty tho usand drums . 
(Unknown) 
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Faith, I wish I were a leprechaun 
Beneath a ha~thorn tree, 
':i th no nore irkso,'2e thing to do 
~~an sew a small , bewitching shoe; 
Oh , fidcle- dum , oh, fiddle - dee , 
I wish I were a leprechaun 
Beneath a hawthorn tree ! 
(:.:argaret Ritter , Faith , I 11fish I 'fere 
~ I .eorechaun ) 
"The lord is my Shepherd , I shall not want . ~1e 
maketh me to l ie down in green pastures; ~e leadeth ~e 
beside the still waters ; . He restoreth my soul; ~e 
leadeth me in the path of ri ghteousness for Bis name's 
s alce . Yea , though ': walk through t he valley of the 
s hadoH of death , I will fear no evil for t hou art with 
me ••. " (The Bible, Psalm 23 : 1 - 4 ) 
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LESSON T73HTY- SI:'.: 
General im 
To help you develop better habits of pronunciation and 
ar ticulation . 
Specific Aim 
The se exercises will hel p you improve your a bility to 
re~roduce the sound t h (i )in words and sentences as in: I 
~.tierefore withdraw my nomination . 
To the Teacher 
l!ri te the sound th( J ) on the boar.d . Play a recording of 
it . Give the students sufficient time to listen and i mitate 
it quietly. Play the recording a gain or reproduce the sound 
for them. Show the position of the &outh with the sides of 
the t.ongue pressed against the upper side of t he tee.th. The 
tip of the tongue is pressed lightly agains t the edge of the 
upper front tee th. Then the vibrating bre a th is gradually 
forced out between the tongue - tip and the teeth . The soft 
1/ 
palate is raised . 
r,.,.ake use also of diagrams or pictures to further illus-
trate the pos ition of the mouth as it pronounces the sound 
..1--th(i:J }. The students' mouths sho uld assume a si:.1 ilar position . 
Let them reproduce t he sound aloud . This nay be done individ-
ually or in gro ups or both . 
1/Williar Brigance and Florence ~enderson, op . cit . , p . 29 . 
-----
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Pupil Act ivity 
listen carefully to the following words as I s ay each 
one twice . Then te st yourself by repeating each one: 
initial 
then that thou those therefore this 
medial 
thither leather brother breathing mother 
final 
breathe loathe bathe soothe tithe seethe 
Give other words containing the sound t h( -3" )and use them in 
sentences . Pr acti ce making the sound th{5)with your mouth 
in the right position. 
See how well you can stress the sound as you read aloud 
the following selections: 
1 . The little fishes swim hither and thither, but 
ne ither of them ever gets tired . 
2 . Those thorns bother the bather . 
3 . It is a rather thick leather to use as a scythe's 
sheath. 
4 . Tom Thumb soothed his brother 's loathful son . 
5 . They were clothed well although the weather was ho t. 
One misty , moisty morning , 
When cloudy was the weather , 
I chanced to meet an old I!l.an 
Clothed in fine leather . 
(:'.Tother Goose) 
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Of all the sounds disDatc hed abroad 
There's not a charge to me 
Like that old ueasure in the boughs , 
That phraseless melody 
The wind does, working like a hand 
1 llio se fingers brush the sky , 
Then quiver down , with tufts of tune 
Per:1i tted ·gods and e . 
(Emily Di ck inson , from The \lind ) 
m!aine is the paradi se of miniature .rJ.ills . There 
l is a little valley , beloved of our boyhood where a tan-
nary and a sawmill followed one another on a stre&n ith 
an interval only su~ficient for the little reservoirs 
between. One can scarcely take a half-hour's run on 
r·a ine roadc without encountering one o::- more such .. ills 
or sites where t h ey once stood . '1 
{Yallace r utting , froLl Old ·:aine 
~ ~ills~ 
'~-Tow , try your skill in making rhymes or jingles using the 
sound th( 5 ) . 
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fi.eneral · im 
To help you develop better habits of pronunciat ion and 
articulation . 
Specific Ai m 
These exercises will 1.e lp you improve your ability to 
reproduce the sound v ( 1/ ) in vvords and sentences as in : ''le 
visited the weavine shop . 
To the Teacher 
~ite t he sound v( V )on the board . Play a recording of 
it . nive ~he students sufficient time to listen and imita te 
the sound ouietly . Play t he r ecord again or re ) rbduce the 
sound for them . Show t he pos ition of t he mouth with t he~ower 
lip in light contact ., i th t ':e outer e df es of the upper front 
teeth . ~he vibratinf breath is then forced ou~ gradually 
between them . The soft palate is raised . ·Make use also of 
di agrar s or pictures to further illustrate t he position of 
the mout h as it makes t he sound . Let the pu)ils reproduce the 
sound aloud . ~his ~ay be done individually or in grou~s or 
both . 
r Upil ~ctivity 
Listen carefully to t ·he. foll mvin,; word s as I say each 








violin visit victory 
driver savage divide 
love glove sieve weave dove above 
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0 ive other words containing the sound v ( v )and use them in 
sentences . ~ractice making the sound with your mouth in the 
right position . 
See how well you can stress the sound as you read aloud 
the selections below: 
1 . The base of the vase is very wide . 
2 . Beautiful violet flowers are on the varnished table . 
3 . Dever believes you can be a bus driver . 
4 . ~hey banned noving vans in the village . 
o . :he baby : s covered with a velvet blanket . 
They set the slave free, striking off his chains 
Then he was as much of a slave as ever . 
He was ~anacled to indolence an~ sloth, 
TTe we..s s t ill bound by fear ano_ superstition, 
By ignorance, suspicion and savucery •.• 
~is slavery was not in his chains , 
But in hif.lself . 
(.James Oppenhei1.1 , fro '1 The Slave) 
ryhy so pale and wan fond lover? 
Prithee , why so pale? 
- VHll, when liking well can't move her , 
Look i ng ill prevail? 
~~ithee , why. so pale? 
Q,uit, q1,1it for shame ! This will not move, 
This cannot take her . 
If of herself she will not l O~e, 
Nothing can ma~e her . 
(John Suckling , from : '.Thy so Pale , 
Fond J_over) 
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nr a!ll ·the VOiC e of today, the herald of tomorrow. 
I weave into the warp of the past and the woof of the 
future . I tell the stories of peace and war aiike. 
I make the human heart beat with passion or tenderness . 
I stir the pulse of nations and make brave men do 
braver deeds , and soldiers die . n 
(Robert H. Davies , from:The Printing 
Press) 
Now try your skill in making rhymes or jingles using 
t h e sound v( " ) . 
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General ·. im 
To· hel.) you develop better habits of ]renunciation and 
articulation . 
Specific .n.in 
These exercises will hel..l! you ill.l..>rove your ability to 
. r eproduce the sound £_( .,. ) in words 
vierred ~ lesson today . 
To the Teacher 
nd sentences as in: I re -
- --
~fri te the sound r ( Y" ) on the board . Play a r ecording of 
it . Give the students sufficient ti~e to listen and imitate 
the sound uietly. Play again or re 9rofiuce the sounQ for 
them. Show the position of the mouth with the sides of the 
tongue touching the u ·)per sides of tlle t e eth . The ti..? of 
the tongue is curled slightly upwar d ~hile the lips and the 
teeth are parted a little . There is a vibration of the y 
voc 1 cords as the sound is made . 
lake use also of diagrruas or pictures to further illus-
trate the position of t he outh as it gives the sound . The 
pupils ' mouths should assw.:ae a simi lar position . Let them 
reproduce the sound aloud . This may be done individually 
or in groups or both. 
Pupil _ctivity 
Listen carefully to the follm!in6 ~l ords as I say each 
1/Grant Fairbanlcs , Voice anc_ Art icul3.tion Drill book , T:Iarper 
& Brothers , Ne\"1 York , 1940 , p . 72 . 
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one t wice . T~en test yourself oy repeating each one: 
initial 
rock rain rag ready repeat review red 
medial 
arrow very corner surely correct barter 
final 
darnper ever cover stir dollar mother 
lhat other Nord: contain t~e sound r (~ )? ryse t~en in 
sentences . 
Practice making the sound r ( ~ ) with yo~r mouth in the 
right position. See how well you can stress t he sound as 
you read aloud the follo~ing selections: 
1 . Roberto and iachel erased the board yesterday. 
2 . The rain tries to pour in torrents. 
3 . Three little corn stalks quivering in the breeze . 
4 . Pr ittles and pretzels arrived too late. 
5 . ~obin ~edbreast >Uta ring on Jenny ~en's finrer . 
Tyger , tyger, burning bright 
In the forests of the night , 
Tfha t i r1raortal hand or eye 
Could frw e thy fearful symmetry? 
Oh wh t distant deeps or skies 
Burnt the fire o. thine eyes? 
On w~~~ Nin~s dare he aspire? 
1
'!hat the hand dare seize the fire? 
( 1/i lliam Blake , The 'riper) 
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Maiden of the lau~h ing eyes, 
Primrose - kirtled , winged , f ree , 
Virgin daughter of t~e sk ies--
Joy--whocr gods and Jortals prize, 
Share thy soiles uith me . 
Yet- - lest I , unheeding , borrow 
Pleasure that today endears , 
And benumbs t he heart tomorrow--
Turn not wholly from ne Sorrow! 
Let me sh,::.re thy tears . 
(Florence Coates , Song of Life) 
"In the future days , w~ich we seek to make secure , 
we look forward to a world founded upon four essential 
human freedol'ls . 
The first is fr~edom of speech and expression- -
everywhere i:r... the world . 
The second is fr~edon of every person to worsh ip 
God in his own way--every.Jhere in the world . 
The third is freedom froe1 want - -which translated 
in to world ter.Gls, means econa.dic understandings which 
will secure to every nation a healthy peacetime life 
for its inhab itants--everywhere in the world . 
The fourth is freedom from fear--which , translated 
into world ter·1s , means ~ world- wide reduction of 
ar...aarnents to such a point and in such a thoroug~1 
fashion that no ~ation will be in a position to co~. i t 
an act of physical agfression against any neighbor--
o.ny-<1here in t '1e world . n 
(rranklin D. 1oosevelt , ~he -our 
Freed'O"iilsr-
Now try your slcill in ...aaking rhyues or jingles using 
the sound r ( ,.. ) ., 
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General .ri. im 
To help you develop better habits of pronunciation 
and articulation . 
Specific Aim 
These exercises will help you improve your ability to 
reproduce the sound~ ( S ) in words and sentences as in : 
Bring ~ glass of water . 
To the :'eacher 
Vtfr i te t he sound ~ ( s ) on t he board . Play a recording 
of it . Give the pupils sufficient time to listen and imitate 
the sound quietly . Play the record again or r eproduce the 
sound for tneJ.a . Snovv the position of tl1e ~~wuth with t.he teeth 
close together and the tongue grooved . The tip of the tongue 
is turne d up slightly tovvard t he gums but not touching either 
t he teeth or th~ cwrrs while the sides of the tongue are held y 
a6ainst the siues of t he upper teeth . 
Make use also of diagrams or pictures to further illustrate 
the position of the mouth as it gives the sound . The pupils ' 
mouths should asswne a similar position . Now l e t them reproduce 
t he sound aloud . This may be done individually or in groups ~ 
y Dorothy Iviul grave, Spee ch for the Classroom Teacher , Prent ice-
Hall , New York, 1946, p . 117 . 
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Pupi :J_ Activity 
Listen Cdrefully to t'1e followin 0 ''lords as I say each 
one twice. Then test yourself by repeati2g each one: 
initial 
stable snag skate slow sky stanu sale 
medial 
listen hustle master desk basin noisy 
final 
caress mass peac e bless mysteriouc hiss 
What ot )1er r.rords have the sound ~ ( s ) ? Use tl1e_J in sentences . 
?rae t ice makinc; the so una ~ ( s ) with your 1110U th in the 
right pos ition . See how well you can stress t he sound a s 
you read dioud the following selections : 
1 . Listen to t~d slow ~eats of the drllia . 
2 . Sally skates-so s~e 0an oe s~ecially picked ~or 
the show. 
3 . ':;:'ha t stick on t 11e grass has some slL!ly stuff . 
4 . Stiff lips €-:et sore easily , says tb.e s,)ecialist . 
o . Slice a piece of cheese s ideways so it stays fresh . 
Sio~le Simon met a pie uan 
Going to the fair , 
Saici Simple Simon to the pie man 
"May I taste your ware?" 
(Hother Goose) 
I must go uown to the seas a {:;ain , 
To t he lovely sea a:nd t '1e sky, 
nd all I ask is a tall ship and 
A staJ. to steer me by . 
~nd the wheel 's k i ck anG the wind ' s song 
And. the white sails s ~!a!cing , 
And a g~ey _aist on t he sea' s face 
And a grey dawn breakiag . 
(John Hasef i e ld, Sea Fever) 
" lone? 
Is he alone at- w'10se. ri ~:oht· si de rides Courage, 
with Ski~l within t he cockpit and Faith upon the left? 
Does solitude surround the brave when Adventure leads the 
way a11d .Ambition read s the d.ials? I s there no cor;1pany 
with him , for whom the air i s cleft by Daring and the 
darkne ss made li ght by Ent erprise?" 
(Harold Anderson, from Lindber~h 
Flies .Plane 
Now try your skill i n mak i ng rhymes or jingles using 




To help you develop better haJits of pronunciation 
and articulation. 
Specific Aims 
These exercises will help you improve your a oility to 
reproduce the sound sh (J) in words and sentences as in : 
She came to my aoor . 
To the Teacher 
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~rite the s ound sh (J ) on t he board . Play a recording 
of it . Give the students sufficient time to listen anu imi -
tate it cuietly. Play a~ain or reproduce the sound for them . 
Show the position of the ~outh with the lips slightly pro-
truded . The sides of the ton€me rest against the sides of 
the upper side teeth while the blade is raised toward the 
front gum ridge . Then the breath stream is forced out 
gradually between the tongue and gum ridge out through the 
1/ 
upper and lower front teeth with a friction- like sound.-
r1ake use also of diagrams or pictures to ~urther illus-
trate the position of the cout h as it gives the sound . The 
pupils ' l!l.ouths s hould assume a similar position . Let theu 
reproduce the sound aloud . This may be done individually 
or in groups or Joth . 
1/Brigance and Henderson , ££· cit ., p . 35 . 
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Pupil Activi ty 
Listen carefully to t he following words as I say each 
one twice. Then test yourself by repeating each oLe : 
i nit i a l 
sure shore shadow sheath shar1e shade 
r.:ted ial 
mission friendship ancient fashion lotion 
final 
hush fish dash sash mash brush lush 
Ylha t other words contain the, sound sh ( J } ? Use them in 
s entence s . 
Practi ce making the sound sh (J ) with your mouth in 
the right posit ion. See how well you can stress the sound 
as you read the following selections aloud : 
1. There is no shade on the sea shore. 
2 . A shark dashed to the sinking s hip . 
3 . Shirley's shawl was crocheted by an ancient fashion 
expert . 
4 . Mr s. Shelton sits on a chair sewing sashes for the 
girls . 
5 . A shad is a fish that swims with a swish of his tail . 
Simpl~ Simon go t a notion 
That he'd like to sail the ocean , 
So he started on his father's old canoe; 
But the ocean t ook a notion 
To create a small commotion 
That upset the boat and Simon too . 
(" T. P . Lloyd) 
Come away! come away! ~here's a frost along 
the marshes , 
A frozen wind that skims the shoal where it 
shakes the dead black water; 
There ,. s a moan across the lowland and a 
wailing through the woodland 
Of a dirge that sings to send us back to 
those that love us . 
There is nothing left but ashes now where 
the crimson chills of autumn 
Put off the summer's languor with a touch 
that made us glad . 
For the glory that is gone from us , with 
a flight we cannot follow , 
To the slopes of other valleys and the . 
sounds of other shores . 
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(E . A. Robinson , The '.7ilderness) 
"Suzan ! Shall I wash your shoes for you?" s houted 
-Iario from downstairs . ''Yes , but I must show you how to 
do it , " replied his sister as she swished down the 
bannister . '~ario is·a shoe- shine boy in his s pare hours 
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but Suzan never trusts anyone when it comes to 
shining her shoes . They scrubbed the meshy shoes 
in ;.rather ' s washbasin without asking her permission , 
sent the water splashing down the kitchen floor , 
and ran outside to hang them up to dry . 
(Anonymous) 
Now try your skill in making rhymes or jingles using 
the sound sh i ) • 
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LE '3SON THIRTY- Olffi 
General Aim 
To help you develo o better habits of pronunciation and 
articulation. 
Specific Aim 
These exercises will help you Li1prove your ability to 
reproduce t he sound wh( ~ )in words and sentences as in: 
Let us rest awhile . 
To the Teacher 
Write the sound wh( ,M )on the board . Play a recording 
of it . Give the students sufficient time to listen and imitate 
the sound quietly. Play the record a gain or reproduce the sound 
for them. Show the position of the mouth with the lips round.-
ed and the back of the tongue raised . The lips ar e separated y 
quickly as the brea th comes out suddenly with force . There 
is no vibration in the vocal cord . 
~Iake use also of diagrams or pic tures to further illus-
trate the pos i tion of the mouth as it gives the sound . The 
pupils ' mouths should assume a s i milar position . Let them 
reproduce the sound aloud . 
Pupil Activity 
Listen carefully to the followin~ words a s I say each 
one twice . ~hen test yourself by re peating each one: 
1/Dorothy Hulgrave , .£2.•C it ., p . 117 . 
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initial 
where whistle which why whether whirl 
medial 
meanwhile awhile somewhere bobwhite elsewhere 
Give other words containing the sound wh( J\1 )and use them in 
sentences. Practice making the sound with your mouth in the 
right position . See how wel l you can stress the sound as you 
read aloud the following selections: 
1 . Where has that whi stling boy wandered? 
2 . ',7hich of the witc hes whipped the whirling lamp? 
3 . The wind whizzed past the whisperin g willows. 
4 . :reanwhile , a bobwhite whistled to the whipporwill . 
5 . Does a whale whine like a walrus? 
6 . \7anda whimpered weakly when they wheeled her in . 
I love , o , how I love to ride 
on the fierce , foami ng , bursting tide , 
When every wave drowns the moon 
or whi stles aloft his tempest tune , 
And tells who goe t h the world below , 
and why the sou ' west blasts do blow. 
~he waves were white , and red the morn , 
in the noisy hour when i was born; 
And the whale it whistled , the porpoise rolled , 
and the dolphins bared their backs of gold ; 
~nd never was heard such an outcry wild 
as welcomed to life the ocean-child! 
(Bryan Procter , from The Sea) 
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Hif we could first know where we are , and whither 
we are tending , we could better judge what to do , and 
how to do it . " 
(Abrahar.a. 2'.incoln , from The :1ouse 
Di v i ded} ---
"What makes the weathervane whirl around?" asked 
7illie . 't'ffhy, the wind makes it so , " replied 3ert , t"and 
when all is st i ll you know that the wind is just rest -
ing soll!lewhere . " 
(Anonymous) 
Now , try your skill in &aki ng rhymes or jingles using 
the sound wh( ~ ) . 
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LESSOJ'T THIRTY- TNO 
0eneral Airn 
To hel p you develop better habits of :pronunciation and 
articulation . 
Specific Aim 
These exercises will help you improve your ability to 
reproduce the sound zh( j )in words and sentences as in: 
I read during ~ leisure hours . 
To the Teacher 
Write the sound zh(J )on the board . Play a recording of 
it . Give the students sufficient time to listen aLd imitate 
the sound quietly . Play the record again or reproduce the 
sound for them . Show the position of the mouth with the sides 
, of the tongue prAssed against the upper side teeth . The 
blade of the tongue is raised toward the front gum ridge while \ 
the body(of the tongue)is pulled back and raised toward the 
hard palate . The lips are slightly protruded as the vibrat-
ing breath stream is forced out . 
~'ake use also of diagrara.s , or )ictures to further illus-
trate the ~osition of the mouth as it gives the sound zh( J ) . 
The pupils ' mouths should assume a sLlilar posit ion . Let 
them reproduce the sound aloud . 
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Puoil Activity 
Listen carefully to the following worQs as I say each 
one twice . Then test yourself by repeating each one : 
medial 
azure vision excursion pleasure casual leisure 
final 
camoufl age _prestige rouge garage corsage 
Give other words containing the sound zh ~ )and use them in 
sentences . Prartice rnalcing the sound with your mouth in the 
right position . r ow , see how well you can stress the sound 
as you r ead the following selec tions aloud : 
1 . His vision was i mpa ired by the explosion. 
2 . It is a pleasure to pin this corsage on you . 
3 . " e are casual acquaintances . 
4 . The usual way to avoid any i n trusion is to lock 
that garage . 
5 . Hanuel made an allusion to t he type of camouflage 
the entire division is using. 
Every moJent brings d treasure 
Of its own espec1al pleasure . 
Though the mo..:uents quickly die, 
r reet them daily as they fly ••• 
Let us ga ily tread the measure 
:1aA:e t he most of fleeting leisure . 
(Gilbert and Sullivan , from The Pirates) 
Fow , try ym1.r s kill in making r hyme s or jingles using zh( J ) . 
~3m 
(Covering ~essons 17-32 ) 
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Part I r rri tten 
~ . Directions : Put the correct diacritic a l marks on every 
vowel in each word . 
many murmur candlestick 
sinful concern prominent 
string convince standing 
loving ha.:,>py bookkeeper 
thrifty full lumber 
badly crateful paragraph 
bush truck fisherman 
swim dinner pushed 
could tramp until 
luck thinner bandwagon 
B. Directions : Give 6 words for each of the followi ng 
consonant sounds: 
sh - med i al p - final 
r - final t h ( 5 ) - in it i al 
th( e ) - final wh - medial 
f - medial s - initial 
v - initial zh - final 
Part II Oral 
Select a poem of no t less than 2 stanzas and ~emorize it . 
Prepar e to recite it in class . You will be judged accord-
ing to your i ntervretation and pronunciation and ar ticula-
tion . 
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B. The following selection is to be read aloud . Your 
success in reading this will depend on your ability 
to interpre t and speak clearly and we l l . 
"'iVhen I was a child of seven years old , my friends 
on a holiday filled my li t .tle pocket with hapence . I 
went directly to a shop where they sold toys for 
children; and being charmed with the sound of a whistle 
that I net by the way , in the hands of another boy , I 
voluntarily offered. and gave all my money for it . When 
I carne home , whistling all over the house , r;mch pleased 
with my whistle , but disturbing all the family; my 
brothers , sisters , and all the cousins, understanding 
the bargain I had made , told me I had given four times 
as much for it as it was wort.h , put ne in mind what good 
things I might have bought with the rest of the money. 
I cried with vexation ; a~d the reflection gave me more 
chagrin than the whistl e gave 111e olea sure . H 
(Benjamin Franklin) 
Provide each student with a c opy of this selection. 
APPE"\ "D ICES 
APPKmr: 
Audio- Visual ids to Better Oral English 
Re cordings 
1 . A Christ as Carol--one 16 inch record- -playing 
13t:l 
time , 30 minutes at 33 l/3 rpm . Price , $3 .75 . 
Produced and dis tributed by C. P • • ·'acgregor Co . Inc., 
Hollywood , Califor n i a . 
2 . ~dwin 1arkham , .he nan l i th the T.roe and other .t>oems-
three 1 2-inc h rec ords--playing tline , 4 ninutes per 
s i de at 78 rp1 • Pri ce , ~ 2 . 00 . Produced and distri b-
u ted by General Re cords Co . Inc . , :Tew York Ci ty . 
Re cord l , side 1--The ~~an with the 3oe . 
side 2--? re')aredness , :Uut:[ , Outwitted , 
The Third if onder , Emphac is • 
.rteco·C'd 2 , side 1--Lincoln , The Man of the i'eo.e._le , 
side 2--Araby , vour ,,ears, ~i c tory in 
. ::;)efeat , The lOO.iC .rillead . 
Record 3 , s i de 1--The J oy of the >Ulls , The .Joy of 
the •orning . 
side 2--A I~eet ing , ::.!: Prayer . 
3 . Stories in Rhyt~--thr~e l e- inch records--~laying 
time , 3 minutes per side at 78 rp1 . Price , )1 . 05 . 
~roduced and distributed by ~C. (Bluebird) !Ianufactur -
ing co ., Camden , ~Tew .Jerse.r , and aut:1orized dealers 
only . 
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Record 1 , side 1- -Daniel{by Vachel Lindsay) 
side 2--Little Billee(William Thackeray) 
Hickory Dickory Duck 
'iecord 2 , side 1--The King's Breakfast (A . A. ~Ulne) 
Christopher Robin(A •• Milne) 
Father " illial'l!(Lewis Carroll) 
side 2--A Dillar , A Dollar 
Jabberwocky(Lewis Carroll) 
Record 3 , side 1--The Frog , liary and Ber Lamb 
side 2--0ld King Cole 
4 . Pronunc iaphone Course on Standard American Pronuncia-
tion--Seven 10- inch records--playing time, 3-i} minutes 
per side at 78 rpm. Price including .:-1anual, :)7 . 95 . 
Produced by Professor Edward II . Gardner , University·of 
~isconsin , and E. Ray Skinner , Phonetician , Depart-
ment of Speech , University of Wisconsin . Distributed 
by Pronunciaphone Corporation , Chicago , Illinois . 
5 . Spoken English and Broken English--Two 1~-inch records-
Playing time , 4 minutes per side at 78 rpm . Price , 
with manual , ~7 . 50; ten per cent discount to schools . 
ProdUPq~ and distributed by Linguaphone Institute , 
l'Tew York City. 
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Films 
1 . Basic English--Six films , 11 minutes each. Price 
of the set, p390 . Produced and distributed by the 
·'arch of Time li'orum Films , 369 lexington ... ve . , 
New York 17 , N. Y. {3lack and white) 
2 . Improve Your Pronunciation--One film, 10 minu tes. 
}:rice , ·~50 . .t?roduced and distributed by Coronet 
Films Inc ., Coronet luildi ng , Chicago , Illinois. 
3 . American Spoken Fere--One film, 10 minute~. May be 
leased for a period of 3 years . Consult local 
library for fees . Produced and ·distributed by 
r::'ea chi '~"'q: Film Custodians Inc . , 85 ~:est 43rd Street , 
l''~ew York 18 , r:r . Y. (Black and Hh i te) 
4 . Do fords Ever Fool You?--One film, 10 minutes . 
Frice , ~ 50 . Produced and distributed by Coronet 
li'ilms Inc ., Coronet 3uildin~ , C~icago , Illnois . 
(Black and white) 
5 . Describing an Incident--One film, 10 Linutes . Price , 
p50 . Produced ana. distri1mtea. by Coronet ilu1s 
Inc ., Coronet Building , Chicago , Illinois . 
(Black and white) 
6 . Using Your Voice--One film 11 .Jinutes . Price, ~45 . 
Produce d and distributea. by Young .america .::~ i lns 
Inc ., 18 East 41st Street , New York 17, N. Y. 
(Black and white} 
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7. Ways to Better Conversation--One film , 10 minutes . 
D . ' 50 
... r1ce , i> • Produced and distributed by Coronet 
Films Inc ., Coronet Building , Chicago , I llinois . 
(Black and white) 
8 . Carol of Harvest Poems - - One fiiln, 11 mi nute s. Price , 
$4 . 00 to rent . Produced and distributed by Harnon 
Foundation, Division of Visual ~xperiment, 140 
IJassau Street , r·rew York 38 , Y . Y. (Color) 
9 . Let's Read Poetry- -One film, 10 minutes. Price , 
i2 . 50 to rent . Produced and distributed by Bailey 
Films Inc . , 6509 De Longpre Ave ., Hollywood 28, 
California. (Black and white) Poe~s include: 
Filmstrips 
!Vho Has Seen the Wind?(by Christina Rossetti) 
Rain in Swn:ner (by H. H. Longfellow) 
The Brook( by James '.lhi tcoub Riley) 
1 . Hearing Sounds in ords 
2 . Consonant Sounds 
3. Tricky Consonant Sounds · 
4 . Long Vowe~ Sounds 
5 . Letters 'vhich 1Vork 'I'ogether 
Produced and distributed by Popular Science 
Publishinp Co ., udio-Visual Division, 
353 Fourth ve ., New York 10 , N. Y. 
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6 . Imnrove Your Vocabulary--Price , ~6 . 00 . Produced and 
distributed by Young Ameri ca Films I nc ., 18 East 
Forty-first Street , New York 17 , N. Y. 
7. Seeing , Hearing , and Spelling- - Price , ~5 . 00 . Produced 
and distributed by Curriculum Films Inc ., 41-17 Crescent 
Street , Long Isl and City 1 , New York . 
8 . Relation ~f Personality to Communication--Price , $3. 00 . 
Produc ed and distributed by The Society for Visual 
Education Inc., 1345 qes t Diversay Parkway , Chicago , Ill . 
9 . The Key to Good Speech- - Hay be rented . Price unavailable . 
Produced by Sarr a Inc. , Chicago, Illino is . Distributed 
by The National Safety Council , 20 l'Jorth Wacker Drive , 
Chicago , I llinois . 
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Diagrams of the J,.outh During Pronunciation 
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Voice Evaluation Chart 
~hen the pupils are asked to evaluate the speech of their 
classmates, the teacher may .Jrovide them with copies of this 
chart or something similar on which they may put the necessary 
marks . 





I. Tempo Very goo dO GoodCJ Po orO 
A. Too fast 
B. Too slow 
c. Irregular rhythm 
D. Well modulated 
II. Loudness Very goodO GoodO Po orO 
A. Too high __ 
B. Too weak 
c. Well modulated 
D. Force overused 
III. Pitch Very go odD GoodD PoorO 
A. Too high 
B. Too low 
c. ~fell modulated 
D. Honotonous 
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IV. Q,uali ty Very goodc::J GoodCJ PoorCJ 
A. :Nasal 
B. Hoarse 
c. Throaty __ 
D. De nasal 
E. Flat 
U1 Thin ;.: . 
G. Smooth 
H. Full 
v. Pronunciation Very Good D Good Cl PoorCJ 




VI . Comments 
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Some copies of questionnaires sent by the writer to 
Filipinos indicationg the need for material to help (high-
school)students develop better habits of pronunciation and 
articulation . 
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• 
~UESTIO AIRE REGARDING ORAL ENGLISH NEEDS OF 
PHILIPPINE HIGH~SCHOOL STUDENTS 
In your opinion: 
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1. With what vowel sounds are natives of the Philippines likely to have 
most difficulty in leurning to speak English ? For example, 
what suvstitutions do they make ? 
what mispronunciation ? 
what additions ? 
I 1/ I 
I J 
2. natives of the Philippines likely to 
learning to speak English ? 
I 
3. What are their difficulties with English accent or 
(acoent-the prominence ·goven to a syllable or word 




which make it 
4. With what blends in their spoken English do they have difficulty ? 
(blending is present when the words move along smoothly, one word 
or syllable flowing into another without jerkiness) 
5. What are their particular difficulties with English? 
I 1. t t I 
J 
) 
6. Comment on their(voice)inflection as compared iM with American inflection • 
• 
U S !'J . I R 151 
_n your o i ni on : 
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Sar:rple Recordings of: 
Lesson 19 , Vowel 00 ( L) 
Lesson 23 , Consonant £.( p ) 
t .. ~~C>"'- I cfl"'~ • ..,. "' .. wt- r ) ) 
Pur Jo se 
A y;on:.BOOI~ FOR THE I •l)ROVE ;:c:JT OF 
ORnL K~GI ISII FOH l'TD·r;: {- GRADE 
smrmE1TTS OF '7I2 P"!=l"I")l1I XES 
(Abstract of ~hesis) 
The prupose of this study is to construct a :orkbook to 
help ninth- grade studeLts of the Philippines speak more ac -
curate English by establishing certain correct ~1abi ts of 
voice productioa and pronunciation and articulation . 
s co12e ~nd Lilili tat ion 
The Horkboolc contair~ s thirty-tvJo lessons divided into 
two major parts:(l}development and production of a good voice , 
( 2) pronunciation and articulation of various VO ITel and con-
sonant sounds which are t he sources of greatest difficulty 
among Philipp ine students. 
Inasmuch as professional material relating to the subject 
are unavailable at the time of writing , the writer ,sent 
questionnaires to a great number of Filip inos who mi ght 
knovv the needs of the native students . These questionnaires, 
together with t he writer 's professional knowledge a s a 
Philipp ine school teacher, served as the basis for building 
the lessons in t h is '!orkboolc . 
Justification 
hilippine stuaents s)eak other laneua[e s outs ide the 
-157 -
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classroom . P'hile English is taught and. spolten in the school , 
it is not the language of the people . ''any children know 
and s peak more ~han one local lanfuaee by the time they enter 
the first graa.e in school . Their speech habits are there-
fore challenged when they are taught an entirely different 
language in the classroom. 
:n the elementary grades, phonics is taught incidentally 
along with spelling. On the high- school level , no speech or 
phonics ) rogram is used to teach students to S)eak bett er 
and "nore accurate English . • It is the writers opinion that 
su~ficient materials and time be given these pupils if they 
are to ~~rove their speaking habits . The lessons developed 
i n this '!orl-cbook .may serve as a guide to a more effe ctive 
way of s_) eakinc English . 
Procedure 
The writer devised sixteen lessons on voice development 
and production . Le ssons 1 - 4 are ear training exercis~s to 
train the pupils to identify and reproduce various soun~s . 
Lessons 5 - 8 s~~ess the proper breathing habits necessary 
in acquirine a good tone of voice. Lessons 9 - 16 refer to 
the actual production of the voice with eLuphasis on nas 1 
and oral resonance , pitc h , loudness, ter1po , stress , quality 
and intonation . Poems and prose selections are provia.ed as 
exercises in a ccomplishing the purpose of each lesson . A 
test on using the voice with reference to its different 
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characteristics is given at t he end of Lesson 16 . 
In the second p;art of the ''Torkbook, there are 16 lessons 
dealing \l ith the development of better habits of pronunciation 
and articulation . Various vowel and consonant sounds such as 
those that are the sources of greatest difficulty runong Philip-
~ine pupils are included . Lessons 17 - 22 cover the follow-
ing vowels:~(~) , l' ( I ) , ov-o( Ll ) , u( A ) , ur ( 3 ) . ':'he tea cher 
makes use of recordings or other audio- visual aids in teach-
ing each sound . The pupils are asked to re produce the sound 
aloud as accurately as they heard i t made . Poems and prose 
selections are also proviued as exercise material i n re~ro-
ducing the g iven sound . 
Lessons 23 - 32 pertain to those consonant sounds which , 
like the vowels , a re sources of difficulty to the ch ildr en . 
~hese are : .J2.( 1> ) 1 f( f ) , v( v } , E,( ,. ) , ~( s ) , sh( [ ) , ~vh( M ) , 
zh( ) ) ' th( e ) ' th( 6 ). ..~11 lessons on these sounds are 
developed sin1ilar to those of the vowels . A test is given 
on vowel and consonant sounds at the end of Lesson 32 . 
In all the lessons every child is encouraged to test and 
evaluate himself as he progresses along . I3efore the entire 
material is used , both the pupil and the teacher fills out 
an inventory to find out wher e his(the pup il ' s)weakness and 
capac iti e s lie . Bes i des the formal tests , this che cklist 
helps them in the comi ng class work . 
The use of mul t i - sensory aids is stressed in teaching 
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oral English effectively . To guide t he tea cher in securing 
material for this purpose, the writer included a list of 
such aids in the Appendices which contains reasonable infor-
mation about them. 
Copies of questionnaires sent by the writer to so1ne 
Filipinos are also found in the Appendices . 
'rhere are two samD le recordings made by the writer: 
oJ 
( 1) Lesson 19 , teaching the vowel oo ( U ) 
(2)Lesson 23, teaching the consonant£( p ). 
